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This cover design features a round
shape that illustrates Invest Selangor’s
flourishing journey in the past year that
has come full circle, and this marks a
thriving future ahead for the organisation.
The circle encompasses the five core
clusters of Invest Selangor which are
Electrical & Electronics, Life Sciences,
Food & Beverages, Transport Equipment
and Machinery & Equipment. These
clusters integrate as one to form a sound
economic drive that positions Selangor
as a progressive State with bountiful
opportunities for investors.
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COMPANY

PROFILE

Outlined by a long lineage of impressive
endeavours, future-looking innovations, clever
initiative and decades of superb dedication, Invest
Selangor Berhad has established itself as the
most outstanding one-stop agency for investors
in Selangor. Essentially, Invest Selangor Berhad
provides a plethora of services from advisory and
consultation services, startup expansion assistance,
information delivery among many others to preexisting and potential investors in Selangor. Invest
Selangor Berhad had been the engine of economic
wealth, bountiful employment opportunities and a
sustainable economic ecosystem in Selangor, the
Golden State of Malaysia.
After operating for more than 19 years, Invest Selangor
Berhad had accumulated RM163.17 billion worth of
investment value from over 7,900 manufacturing
projects and 65 investor countries. The Golden State
of Malaysia gave a golden economic performance
in 2018 as it contributed to 23.7% of Malaysia’s total
GDP amounting to RM322.6 billion.
Our main goal is to continue our efforts in becoming
the haven and mediation link between the State, and
current and possible investors along with the local
authorities and government in creating an organic,
holistic and comprehensively healthy economic
ecosystem. To the government, we are the agents
of promotion, provider of solutions, and catalyst
to investments while to the investors, we are their
gateway to the rich resources and endless economic
possibilities the State offers. To the people of
Selangor, we are the proponents of prosperity and a
brighter future.

Our services are far-reaching and comprehensive as
we seek to provide every plausible solution to the
problems and issues relating to investments in the
State and these services include the following:
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Making information on the investment process
easily accessible;
Being the one-stop-assistance-centre mediating
communication between investors and the
State with regards to challenges during the
investment process and/or expansion project;
Being the conduit and communication platform
for the management and government agencies;
Facilitating the application and approval of
investment projects with the State Government
agencies;
Providing business matching services;
Identifying suitable industrial land and property
for investment projects;
Introducing property and landowners; and
Establishing platforms and implementing
new initiatives to improve the investment and
business environment.

Ultimately our vision and mission envisage a
Golden State in which the investors, governments,
stakeholders, business owners and most importantly,
the people would reap the benefits of a sustainable,
vibrant economic ecosystem as we head into a new
horizon of prosperity, richness and excellence.

INVEST SELANGOR I ANNUAL REPORT 2018
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OUR

VISION

• To provide professional and
exceptional solutions to investors;
• To be an innovative and
knowledge-based organisation
driven to explore new
investments;
• To be an organisation devoted to
a quality mindset and providing
quality work at all times.
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To be

a leading

investment
solution centre in
Malaysia and ASEAN

OUR

MISSION

KEY VALUES
Our Key Values are deeply-rooted in every
aspect of our organisation. They guide us,
drive us and spur us to provide effective
solutions to our Investors and Stakeholders.

INNOVATION
Innovation inspires business opportunities,
and the team is expected to create and
develop new ideas to attract Investors, and
encourage each other to make a difference
today, and for the future.

PROFESSIONALISM
To consistently gain and uphold Investors’
and
Stakeholders’
trust,
we
need
Professionalism – superior performance
through Personal Excellence.

INTEGRITY
Integrity is our most valuable asset. Being
honest and upright in everything we do
earns the respect and trust of our Investors
and Stakeholders.

INVEST SELANGOR I ANNUAL REPORT 2018
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CORPORATE
INFORMATION
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Y.A.B. MR. AMIRUDIN BIN SHARI
Dato’ Menteri Besar Selangor
(Chief Minister of Selangor) and
Chairman, Invest Selangor Berhad

MESSAGE BY

CHAIRMAN
It is a great honour and pleasure to present the
2018 Invest Selangor Berhad Annual Report. Invest
Selangor Berhad, as an establishment of economic
driver and catalyst in its nearly two decades of fine
services, has become an iconic entity in the heart of
Selangor as it continues to develop Selangor into
the Golden State of Malaysia.
The exuberant finesse that has been shown by
Invest Selangor Berhad has been fittingly echoed
by the year 2018, which had been a spectacularly
efficacious and bountifully fruitful year for Selangor.
We continued to be Malaysia’s number 1 GDP
contributor at 23.7% of Malaysia’s total GDP. On top
of that, the jewel on Selangor’s crown in the 2018
economic performance lies in the astounding direct
investments in the manufacturing sector which
posited an amazing sum of RM18.947 billion while
the service sector garnered RM5.784 billion marking
an increment of 238% and 118% respectively – a
record-breaking achievement that had not been
seen for over 30 years.
These exhilarating figures showed that the
strategies, planning and hard work done by Invest
Selangor Berhad and the Selangor State are giving
positive results not just annually but in a collective
comprehensiveness that has been seen for the last
two decades. The dream of making Selangor an
affluent and prosperous State is now realised and
the outlook shows a positive expectation beyond
the horizon in the future.
While 2017 was considered as the year of strategic
awareness, 2018 was a year of sheer diligence,
tenacity, and assiduousness. In a constant effort
to push Selangor as a prominent business and
investment mecca, aggressive and proactive
initiatives to improve and multiply trade missions
and business engagement programmes had shown
their results and impact. The great effort of Invest
Selangor Berhad had shown numerous achievements
in the fields of Halal trade and investment, ICT and
e-commerce, and aerospace among many other
sectors.
Last year also saw the conclusion of the first
Selangor ICT and e-Commerce Council (SITEC)
1.0 and the launch of SITEC 2.0 to further catalyse
SMEs business as part of the global e-commerce

climate. SITEC within its four years of operation had
reached to 200,000 individuals who are involved in
startups, e-commerce and technology; completed
73 e-commerce classes; and had organized 8 major
e-commerce conferences and 3 smart city events
and now it is heading towards its second cycle,
a focus on improving the sector using IR 4.0 and
Cross-Border e-Commerce that will bolster its
positive impacts on Selangor’s economy.
Yet another exciting sector to be observed was
the aerospace industry. Aligning ourselves to the
Malaysia Aerospace Industry Blueprint 2030, we
have launched our own Selangor Aerospace Action
Plan Study that is already at the final stage. Focusing
on 8 goal-driven objectives, the Selangor Aerospace
Action Plan shows an intelligent, structured and
well-executed effort in placing Selangor as the
prime aerospace hub in Malaysia, a specialisation
that has not been seen in other parts of Malaysia.
Ultimately, these exciting developments reflect
a steadily growing economy in Selangor that
has proven its potency in economic prowess as a
State. The most important realisation here is that
the economic growth of the State does not ensure
prosperity and monetary growth of businesses
and investments alone, but would also improve
the entirety of the State’s infrastructure and
lifestyle quality and standard. In our effort to bring
economic expansions, we have ensured that the
people of Selangor are indirectly part of the exciting
developments of the State.
Now that we have reached the sky, it is important
for us to refrain from becoming complacent and
it is now time to be looking for better ways to
expand and improve. Trying to improve from 2018’s
exhilarating performance is truly a challenging task,
but I have full trust in Invest Selangor Berhad, their
management and their staff to reach beyond the sky.
The vision of making Selangor the Golden State of
Malaysia is already at our doorstep, nonetheless I am
filled with anticipation to see how Invest Selangor
Berhad will bring forward our Golden State into even
a better future and in becoming the prime gateway
to ASEAN. My deepest and most honest thanks to
Invest Selangor Berhad and the people behind it for
making Selangor the exuberant, dynamic State it
has become.

INVEST SELANGOR I ANNUAL REPORT 2018
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER’S
BUSINESS REVIEW
The year 2018 was truly an exceptional year
for Selangor. Contrasting the global economic
climate of yet another year of uncertainties and
underwhelming economic performance, Selangor
saw the most progressive growth the State has seen
in over three decades.
The end of 2018 marked a further decrement of
the global foreign direct investments (FDI), which
dropped a massive 13% at USD 1.3 trillion – a decline
that had been plaguing the world’s economy since
2016. Malaysia’s FDI in 2018 significantly improved
as much as 48% at RM80.5 billion despite the
declining of the domestic direct investment by
17.1% at RM121.1 billion. The mixed performance saw
Malaysia experiencing a marginal increase of 0.5%
in the total number of approved investments. The
approved investments in 2018 were recorded at
RM201.7 billion as compared to RM200.6 billion in
2017.
Picking up our excellent track record, Selangor once
again becomes the State with most manufacturing
projects approved. The Golden State of Malaysia
procured 241 approved projects, leaving behind
other states with Johor and Pulau Pinang being
the closest rivals, securing 144 and 108 projects
respectively. While Johor recorded the highest total
capital investment, Selangor remains the biggest
contributor to the nation’s GDP at 23.7%. In the
service sector, Selangor is the leading state with the
highest number of service projects approved. As
many as 192 approved projects worth RM5.78 billion
was obtained by Selangor while Kuala Lumpur, the
closest rival obtained 134 approved projects worth
RM2.16 billion. The foreign investments was notably
a major factor in making Selangor an economic
powerhouse in 2018.
In 2018, the foreign direct investment (FDI) of
Selangor soared to a new height with an increment
of 400.6% at RM10.84 billion as compared to RM2.16
billion in 2017. China which became more prominent
as a business partner to Selangor is the highest
contributor to foreign direct investments with
13 manufacturing projects worth RM3.93 billion.
In terms of the number of projects, Japan leads
the list with a total of 27 manufacturing projects
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contributing RM435.65 million to the State’s FDIs.
An interesting trend to observe is the increasing
number of foreign investors (especially those in the
region of Asia) are looking at Selangor as an avenue
for their investments and networking.
The manufacturing industries contributing most
to Selangor were the basic metal product; paper,
printing & publishing; and rubber products garnering
RM6.89 billion, RM5.11 billion, and RM1.30 billion
worth of total capital investments respectively.
Food manufacturing, plastic products, and the
machinery and equipment industries also showed
great promise as they collected RM835 million,
RM699 million, and RM589 million worth of total
capital investments respectively. These promising
figures show that while Selangor is procuring a huge
sum of investments in basic industries like basic
metal products, the State’s niche areas are also
blossoming and expanding quite rapidly.
It is also important to note the huge amount of
investments in areas located much further to the
central region of Selangor. This is true to one of our
5-year-goals of disseminating economic activities
in less developed parts of the State. Banting,
for example, was the highest contributor with
an investment worth RM5.67 billion. The second
highest contributor was Kuala Langat with a total
capital investment worth RM4.13 billion. While the
more developed locations of the State continue
to contribute to the State’s growing economy, the
rise and development of these new areas as major
investment hubs would be the main fuel to bring
Selangor to a more successful future.
The vibrant economic achievements of Selangor in
2018 can be seen as a result of the aggressive and
proactive effort of promoting, exposing, showcasing,
and securing investments through missions and
investment programmes organised by Invest
Selangor Berhad. As many as 25 trade missions
were completed in 2018 with many of the missions
focusing on Halal trade like the Taiwan International
Halal Expo and SIAL in Jakarta, as well as in the
aerospace industries like the Singapore Airshow
2018 and the Second Drone World Congress in
Shenzhen, China. 15 investment programmes were

Y.BHG. DATO’ HASAN AZHARI BIN HJ. IDRIS
Chief Executive Officer,
Invest Selangor Berhad

conducted in which various stakeholders and
investors were approached to solve investment
issues and problems in the effort to catalyse a more
vibrant economy in Selangor.
The highlight of 2018 is the Selangor International
Business Summit (SIBS) 2018 that was organised
from 6th to 16th September 2018 at the Malaysian
International Trade and Exhibition Centre (MITEC).
SIBS 2018 achieved RM195 million worth of
transaction value covering 18,808 square metres of
exhibition space. Bigger than the year before, over
23,000 participants attended SIBS 2018 with over
500 booths and more than 300 exhibitors involved.
64 speakers who are the key players in the economy
have delivered speeches in the conference in over
18 sessions and the summit attracted investors
and exhibitors from more than 33 countries. The
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diligence of Invest Selangor Berhad can be seen in
the progressive nature of the summit which only
began as a small scale expo in its earlier years.
Today, the Selangor International Business Summit
is one of the largest business events in the country
and one of the most sought after in the region.
While the world economic climate remains uncertain
in the near future, Selangor has persevered in moving
forward with its dynamic and vibrant economy.
The seeds that have been sown by Invest Selangor
Berhad and the Selangor State has bloomed into
great results. More importantly, the year 2018
showed how Invest Selangor Berhad worked hand
in hand with stakeholders and investors to place
Selangor as the Golden State of Malaysia and
become the driving force to bring Selangor to a
new, prosperous heights.

CORPORATE
STRUCTURE

+
+

+
+

+

+

+

BOARD OF

DIRECTORS

Y.A.B. MR. AMIRUDIN BIN SHARI
CHAIRMAN

Y.B. DATO‘ NOR AZMIE BIN DIRON

Y.B. DATO’ TENG CHANG KHIM

Y.BHG. DATO’ HASAN AZHARI BIN HJ. IDRIS
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+72%

INTERNATIONAL
DIRECT INVESTMENT

PERFORMANCE
The Global Foreign Direct Investment Flows hit
a new low at $1.3 trillion in 2018. The drastic drop
from $1.84 trillion in 2016 is said to have occurred
in 2018 due to the tax reforms in the United States.
The tax reforms caused massive repatriations of
foreign earnings by multinational conglomerates
in the country. Consequently, the paradox of 2017
continues as the developing countries once again
sustained its place as the biggest contributors to
the global FDI flows at a staggering 54% with the
value of $702 billion worth of FDI flows.
Developed economies suffered the most in 2018
as the FDI flows into these economies dropped by
27%, the lowest that the world has seen since 2004.
Europe saw its FDI inflows dropped to below $200
billion as the FDI inflows in the region dropped by
50%. UNCTAD reported that these huge reductions
happened due to fund repatriations, causing the
host countries both in Europe and North America
to see an unprecedented backflow of foreign funds.

While the developing economies stabilised in 2017
and only had an insignificant drop of FDI flows, in
2018, their stability maintained with a more positive
note as the FDI flows rose by 2%. Developing Asia
continued its prosperous growth as the largest
recipient of FDI flows at an impressive $512 billion,
growing 4% from the year before. China on its own
accord secured $139 billion, increasing as much as
$3 billion worth of FDI flows.
Africa charted 11% of growth at $46 billion, which
was still lower than their annual average for the last
decade at $50 billion but the figure is still higher
than in 2017. Meanwhile, experts claimed that
Africa’s growth was fuelled by the resource-seeking
investments expanding diversified economies.
Nonetheless, not all of the developing economies
received growth in 2018 as FDI flows to Latin
America and the Caribbean fell by 6% to $147 billion.
The region failed to hold on to its miraculous growth
seen in 2017. Brazil and Colombia were said to be
having the biggest loss of FDI flows in the South
American region.

A further dip of 28% at $34 billion sees the transition
economies continued their downward growth of
FDI flows in 2018. Russian Federation saw its FDI
flows halved to $13 billion from $26 billion with the
re-domiciliation of assets by foreign entities and
investors being the major cause of the drop.
The paradoxical trend of the FDI flows dropping
globally while growing in the developing countries
seems to persist. Although the United States
remained as the highest global earner of FDI inflows
at $252 billion, half of the top 10 global FDI inflows
earners remain developing nations. Among the Top
5 FDI inflows earners, 3 were developing countries
with China in second place earning $139 billion, Hong
Kong in third place with $116 billion and Singapore
at the fourth place with $78 billion.
The global tax reforms instated in the earlier part of
2018 influenced the MNEs in developed economies
to reduce their foreign investments down by 40% to
$558 billion. Subsequently, their contributions to the
global FDI outflows dropped by 55% - the lowest
ever recorded in history.
United States MNEs recorded a sharp -$200 billion
worth of earnings in the first two quarters of 2018
but their reinvested income was used to bolster
their income in the third and final quarter of 2018
reducing the drop to only -$64 billion. This is a stark
reduction as compared to 2017 when they gained
$300 billion.
The European MNEs, however, increased their
foreign investment by 11% to $418 billion. The French
were known to be the third-largest investors in
the world as they contributed $100 billion worth
of equity investment. Switzerland and Ireland also
contributed to their foreign investment values as
MNEs from both countries recorded an investment
of up to $62 billion and $52 billion respectively.
The United Kingdom, however, recorded a massive
decline of over $60 billion of foreign investment.
The Japanese became the world’s biggest foreign
investor in 2018 although their outward FDI flow
dropped to $143 billion or by 11%. Nevertheless,
the sharp and drastic drops of all other key foreign
investors globally had placed them as the world’s

leading foreign investment power. Japan’s main
reason to face a drop in the outward FDI flow was
attributed to the slowdown of M&A activities by
Japanese MNEs.
In 2017, FDI outflows of the developing economies in
Asia fell to $350 billion or by 9%. In 2018, the trend
of slight decrement continued as the developing
economies foreign investments dropped by 10% to
$401 billion. With the Chinese government continuing
its stringent control of overseas investment, China’s
foreign investments by their MNEs further dropped
18% to $130 billion. The Middle East however
significantly expanded their foreign investments to
a record-breaking $49 billion. Saudi Arabia was very
aggressive in the field of finance, technology and
infrastructure activities tripled their investments to
$21 billion, while Turkey heavily invested in various
sectors in Africa.
UNCTAD perceives that although the tax-driven
factors caused the majority of the drop in FDI inflows
and outflows globally in the earlier part of 2018, it
was also the main contributor to the American MNEs
utilising their newly freed assets worldwide to make
cross-border merger and acquisitions possible in
the third and fourth quarter of the year. As the tax
reformation effects dilute, UNCTAD also predicts
that FDI flows on the developed economies would
once again thrive in 2019.
Greenfield projects also showed positive growth for
the first time in 2018 as it increased 41% showing
recovery of the sector that had suffered numerous
drops since 2009. While there are plenty of positive
things to look at in 2019, UNCTAD warns that the
growth is still considered anaemic as one-off efforts
like tax-reformation and mega deals could only
offset about 1% of the total global FDI inflows and
outflows. In other words, 2019 promises a plausible
fruitful economic year, but may still not be enough
to emulate the economic boom experienced at the
turn of the last millennia.

[Source: Adopted from UNCTAD’s World Investment Report 2018
and 2019]
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MALAYSIA
DIRECT INVESTMENT

PERFORMANCE
Malaysia endured the economic challenges in 2017
and ventured into a bountiful and successful year
in 2018. The total trade value of the nation boomed
to RM1.876 trillion as compared to RM1.771 trillion
in 2017, marking an impressive 5.9% increment.
Malaysia’s trade surplus expanded by 22.1% at
RM120.27 billion marking the 21st consecutive
year Malaysia acquiring trade surplus since 1998.
This growth of trade surplus was also the highest
that Malaysia has seen since 2012 and the fastest
recorded increment within the last decade. In spite
of the global economic downturn, Malaysia recorded
a 4.7% growth in GDP in 2018.
Investments in the manufacturing, services and
primary sectors coming from both domestic and
foreign sources contributed to the marginal increase
of total private investments in Malaysia by 0.55%
at RM201.7 billion as compared to RM200.6 billion
in 2017. Domestic investments plummeted 17.1% to
RM121.1 billion from RM146.2 billion the previous
year. Nevertheless, the downfall of the domestic
investment was offset by the significant increase in
foreign investments in the country, which grew to
RM80.5 billion as compared to RM54.4 billion in 2017.
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Two of the main contributors to the investments
in Malaysia were the service and manufacturing
sectors garnering RM103.4 billion and RM87.4 billion
worth of investments respectively.
Continuity from 2017 showed the foreign investments
being made on new projects, adding to Malaysia’s
already rich economic climate. The report shows the
total of new project investments reaching RM61.8
billion, contributing 71% of all approved projects.
Standing at RM87.4 billion, investments in the
manufacturing sector skyrocketed by 37.2% with
721 projects approved, marking an increment of
RM23.7 billion from the RM63.7 billion achieved in
2017. MIDA stated that petroleum and petroleum
products including petrochemicals were the main
attraction to investors and gathered RM32.9 billion
worth of investments on its own.
The service sector remains as Malaysia’s niche
economic area as it accumulated 4,103 approved
projects with a total investment worth RM103.4
billion. While the foreign investments played a
more seminal role in the manufacturing sector, in

the service sector, a majority of the investments
came from the domestic investments at RM86.9
billion, contributing a staggering 84.1% of the total
investments. Foreign investments only contributed
15.9% or RM16.5 billion in the service sector. The
trend remained stagnant with real estate becoming
the most popular investment in the service sector
totalling RM47.9 billion worth of investments.
The report also discussed two very important
trends in the Malaysian economy. The first is the
evolution of the manufacturing and service sectors
as they began to look at value-driven activities
and investments. Productivity is the main focus in
engineering the investment procurement with the
Malaysia Productivity Blueprint being fully enforced
since 8 May 2017.
Another interesting development is the imminent
digital transformation encroaching the Malaysian
trade and investment climate. Malaysia is said to
have reached a state of “digital readiness” with the

721

59,294

Total Approved
Manufacturing
Projects

Employment
Opportunities
Created in the
Manufacturing
Sector

penetration rate in the region reaching 620 million in
2018. The inclusion of Big Data technology and web
analytics also has allowed smaller businesses and
SMEs to penetrate the market, allowing businesses
that are digitally empowered to grow considerably.
This is supported by many of Malaysia’s digitalbased investment initiatives and incentives like the
newly introduced Malaysia’s Digital Free Trade Zone
(DFTZ), the first of its kind in the world to promote
cross-border e-commerce internet economy by
taking advantage of the global convergence of the
sector.
To conclude, 2018 was an abundantly successful year
for Malaysia with steady economic growth being
imminently consistent. Bloomberg reports that
Malaysia expects its economic growth to reach 5% in
2019 and an underlying layer of strong factors like a
stable and supportive business environment; strong
fundamentals; talented workforce; and strategic
locations would ensure a prosperous growth and
development in the future.

RM87.4
billion

Worth of Approved
Investments in the
Manufacturing
Sector

81
Capital-intensive
Projects Worth
More Than
RM100 million
Each

SELANGOR'S DIRECT

INVESTMENT
PERFORMANCE 2018

2018 was truly a year of uber prominence and fantastic economic excellence for Selangor. Living to its
expectation as the Golden State of Malaysia, Selangor once again exceeded the GDP growth of Malaysia in 2018.
Malaysia showed a GDP growth of 4.7% while the Golden State of Malaysia’s GDP grew by 6.8%. Subsequently,
Selangor also remained as the number one contributing state to Malaysia’s GDP as it contributed 23.7% of the
whole nation’s worth of GDP in 2018. The performance trumps Selangor’s closest rivals Wilayah Persekutuan
Kuala Lumpur and Sarawak that contributed 16.1% and 9.7% of the nation’s total GDP respectively.

Selangor's Direct Investment Performance (2009 - 2018)
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RM18.9 billion
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Record-level Total Direct Investments
(Manufacturing) for Selangor in 2018
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Selangor’s most impressive economic performance
in 2018 can be seen much clearly when statistics
on direct investments in the state for last year are
revealed. A total of 241 manufacturing projects have
been approved, the highest number of projects as
compared to other states in Malaysia. This also marks
an impressive 19% increment from the previous year.
An eye-widening figure can be seen in the State’s
total investments, which procured RM18.95 billion
worth of projects as opposed to RM5.59 billion in
2017. This showed an exceptional 239% increment
of investments from the year before. From the total
investments, foreign direct investments contributed
RM10.84 billion – a mind-blowing 400.6% increment
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2018

Total Direct
Investments (RM bil)

from 2017’s RM2.16 billion. Also impressive is the
domestic direct investment which acquired a
137% increment of investments at RM8.11 billion as
compared to RM3.43 billion in 2017.
The reason for such unbelievable growth may be
attributed to the huge number of new projects
that were secured by Selangor. According to MIDA,
the new investments account for RM13.522 billion
from all of Selangor’s direct investments, marking a
427% increment of new investments in 2018 alone.
As many as 18,475 employment opportunities were
created in the manufacturing sector due to this
impressive economic growth. As high as 84% of

employment opportunities creation improved as
compared to the 10,031 employment opportunities
created in 2017.
Two countries that were the largest contributors for
foreign direct investments were China and Japan.
China remained as Selangor’s biggest benefactor
with total direct investments worth RM3.934 billion.
Some of the industries that have been the hotbed
of investments for Chinese investors were basic
metal products (such as hot-rolled coils, cold-rolled
coils), as well as paper-based products (such as wet
pulpboard, corrugated box, kraft liner board, etc.).
Japan was also one of Selangor’s biggest investors

with investments worth RM435.6 million. Investing
heavily in semiconductors, factory automation parts,
food industry (such as processed chicken & meat
products), LED products, automotive and many
others, the Japanese investors procured the highest
number of projects approved (27 projects) than any
other investing countries in Selangor.
Basic metal products stood on top of the
industries with the highest contribution with a total
accumulated investment of RM6.892 billion. A look
at the top 6 industries with approved manufacturing
projects further emphasises Selangor’s undisputed
economic excellence in 2018:

Top 6 Industries with Approved Manufacturing Projects

10 |

Basic Metal
Products

13 |

Paper, Printing
and Publishing

RM6,892.5 million

RM5,109.7 million

7|

Rubber
Products

RM1,296.2 million
No. of Projects

The unveiling of SITEC 2.0, the Selangor Halal Action
Plan (SELHAP), the impending growth of Selangor
Bio Bay and the expansion of the aerospace industry
show a promising and lucrative future for Selangor.
As Selangor gears into a more efficient economy,

30 |

Food
Manufacturing

25 |

Plastic
Products

RM835.4 million

RM699.0 million

4|

Petroleum
Products

RM624.5 million
Total Direct Investments (RM)

the inclusion of Industry 4.0, Internet of Things
(IoT), full utilisation of e-commerce among many
other innovations, would realise the expectations for
Selangor to become the Golden State of Malaysia.
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5-YEAR-GOALS
Promoting Digital
Transformation,
Innovation
and R&D

Becoming
Customer-Service
Driven

+
Encouraging
Economic Development
Outside Klang Valley

Establishing
Talent Engagement
Platform

Introducing
Industrial Park
Policy Standard

POSITIONING
FIVE CORE CLUSTERS

Food and
Beverages
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Electrical and
Electronics

Machinery and
Equipment

Transport
Equipment

Life
Sciences

PERFORMANCE
REVIEW

TRADE AND INVESTMENT

MISSIONS

SELANGOR INVESTMENT PROMOTIONAL MISSION TO
CHINA
15 – 19 JANUARY 2018
HAINAN AND GUANGDONG PROVINCES
Objectives:

•

Establishing and bolstering trade relations and two-way trade
economy between Selangor and the provinces of Hainan and
Guangdong in China.

SELANGOR INVESTMENT PROMOTIONAL MISSION TO
TOKYO, JAPAN
24 – 27 JANUARY 2018
TOKYO, JAPAN
Objectives:

•

Inducing interest as well as building the confidence of
Japanese companies and establishments to invest in Selangor.

SELANGOR INVESTMENT PROMOTIONAL MISSION TO
THE SINGAPORE AIRSHOW 2018
5 – 11 FEBRUARY 2018
SINGAPORE
Objectives:

•
•
•

•
•
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Promoting the aerospace industry in Selangor and exploring
potential collaborations with international aerospace
companies and bodies.
Exploring the investment opportunities in the aerospace
manufacturing sector.
Providing opportunities to SME companies to be part of
the international aerospace industry’s ecosystem: Invest
Selangor promoted and highlighted several SME aerospace
companies operating in Selangor through collaborations with
international aerospace companies, bodies and associations
like Korea Aerospace Industries Association, French Aerospace
Industries Association (GIFAS), Tokyo Metropolitan Aviation
Network (TMAN).
Visits to aerospace industrial areas to generate developmental
ideas suitable and applicable to the pre-existing aerospace
ecosystem in Selangor: Seletar Aerospace Park, visit with
UMW Development and BP Engineering Ltd.
Creating collaborations with bodies and establishments
in the aerospace industry for the purpose of information
exchange, courtesy visits and educational visits: Association
of Aerospace Industries Singapore; Enterprise Ireland.

SELANGOR INVESTMENT PROMOTIONAL MISSION TO
THE GULFOOD
18 – 22 FEBRUARY 2018
DUBAI
Objectives:

•
•
•
•

Promoting the Halal industry in Selangor while exploring
potential collaborations and networking with international
companies.
Promoting the Halal accreditation system by JAKIM/JAIS that
is currently used by many countries.
Promoting the internal auditor campaign with Halal
International Selangor (HIS).
Promoting Selangor International Business Summit 2018

SELANGOR INVESTMENT PROMOTIONAL MISSION TO
BIOASIA 2018
22 – 23 FEBRUARY 2018
HYDERABAD, INDIA
Objectives:

•
•
•
•

Selangor while exploring potential collaborations with
international companies and bodies.
Promoting Selangor Bio Bay.
Establishing collaborations with research bodies to provide
exposure to SME companies in Selangor: Biotechnology
Industry Research Assistance Council; Gujarat Biotechnology
R&D.
Establishing
collaborations
with
biotechnological
organisations for the purpose of information exchange,
courtesy visits and educational visits:
Telagana State
Industrial Infrastructure Corporation (TSIIC), Federation of
Asian Biotech Association.

SELANGOR INVESTMENT PROMOTIONAL MISSION TO
CHINA
11 – 18 MARCH 2018
SHENZHEN, SHANGHAI, HANGZHOU AND GUANGZHOU
Objectives:

•

•
•

Organising the ‘One Belt, One Road to Selangor’ forum to
promote ICT and e-commerce investment opportunities in
Selangor with participations from private companies like
MOLpay, Ipay 88, Logistic Worldwide Express Sdn. Bhd., Easy
Parcel, Shopee and HERMO.
Hosting a discourse session to discuss warehousing
management, logistics, courier services, and business
procedures in Selangor.
Making a courtesy visit to Shenzhen Logistic Association;
Alibaba headquarters; and China National Gene Bank.

SELANGOR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SUMMIT 2018
ASEAN ROADSHOW
8 - 14 APRIL 2018
LAOS AND CAMBODIA
Objectives:

•

To promote Selangor as the prime ASEAN trade and
investment hub whilst promoting Selangor International
Expo 2018 and Selangor - ASEAN Business Conference
2018, which are the main events in the Selangor International
Business Summit 2018 (SIBS).
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SELANGOR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SUMMIT 2018
ASEAN ROADSHOW
15 - 21 APRIL 2018
VIETNAM AND PHILIPPINES
Objectives:

•

To promote Selangor as the prime ASEAN trade and
investment hub whilst promoting Selangor International
Expo 2018 and Selangor - ASEAN Business Conference
2018, which are the main events in the Selangor International
Business Summit 2018 (SIBS).

SELANGOR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SUMMIT 2018
ASEAN ROADSHOW
6 - 11 MAY 2018
INDONESIA AND SINGAPORE
Objectives:

•

To promote Selangor as the prime ASEAN trade and
investment hub whilst promoting Selangor International
Expo 2018 and Selangor - ASEAN Business Conference
2018, which are the main events in the Selangor International
Business Summit 2018 (SIBS).

SELANGOR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SUMMIT 2018
ASEAN ROADSHOW
20 - 25 MAY 2018
THAILAND AND MYANMAR
Objectives:

•

To promote Selangor as the prime ASEAN trade and
investment hub whilst promoting Selangor International
Expo 2018 and Selangor - ASEAN Business Conference
2018, which are the main events in the Selangor International
Business Summit 2018 (SIBS).

MANUFACTURING EXPO 2018
20 - 23 JUNE 2018
BITEC, BANGKOK, THAILAND
Objectives:

•
•
•
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The biggest manufacturing expo in Thailand that showcased
technologically advanced products that includes the Industrial
Revolution 4.0, IoT, Virtual Reality technology among others.
Participation in the expo by Invest Selangor Berhad is aimed
at exploring opportunities in assisting Malaysian industry to
venture into new and fresher market in the future.
Invest Selangor intends to bring Selangor’s industries’ key
players to participate in the expo next year.

SELANGOR INVESTMENT PROMOTIONAL MISSION TO
THE 2ND DRONE WORLD CONGRESS
22 - 24 JUNE 2018
SHENZHEN, CHINA
Objectives:

•
•
•
•

Promoting Selangor’s aerospace industry while exploring
potential collaborations with international companies and
organisations.
Exploring investment opportunities in UAV activities.
Providing the opportunity to SME companies to be part of the
international aerospace ecosystem.
Collaborations with aerospace organisations and companies
for the purpose of information exchange, courtesy visits and
educational visits.

SELANGOR INVESTMENT PROMOTIONAL MISSION TO
TAIWAN INTERNATIONAL HALAL EXPO
26 - 29 JUNE 2018
TAIWAN
Objectives:

•
•
•

Promoting Selangor’s Halal industry while exploring potential
collaborations with international companies.
Promoting the Halal accreditation system by JAKIM/JAIS that
is currently used by many countries.
Promoting the internal auditor campaign with Halal
International Selangor (HIS).

SELANGOR INVESTMENT MISSION TO UNITED KINGDOM
IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE FARNBOROUGH AIRSHOW
15 - 27 JULY 2018
UNITED KINGDOM
Objectives:

•
•
•
•

•

Promoting Selangor’s aerospace industry while exploring
potential collaborations with international companies and
organisations.
Exploring investment opportunities in all and various activities
in aerospace.
Providing the opportunity to SME companies to be part of the
international aerospace ecosystem: Dviation, AMIC, Aeroclear
Asia Sdn. Bhd., Cargomind Sdn. Bhd., Curge Advance Sdn.
Bhd.
Courtesy visit to companies, Universities, research institutes,
and training academies known to be affiliated with the
aerospace industries: Aerospace Technology Centre of
University of Nottingham; The Manufacturing Technology
Centre; Aerospace Integration Research Centre of Cranfield
University; Airbus Filton; KLM UK Engineering; Zotefoams
PLC; National Training Academy for Rail; TRB Lightweight
Structures.
Establishing collaborations with aerospace organisations and
companies for the purpose of information exchange, courtesy
visits and educational visits.
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SELANGOR INVESTMENT MISSION AND TECHNICAL
VISIT TO THE DIGITAL INNOVATION FESTIVAL
25 - 31 AUGUST 2018
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
Objectives:

•
•

Sharing opinions and initiatives relating to smart cities, ‘big
data’, Industry 4.0, as well as educational fields in Selangor.
Exploring readily available investment opportunities in
Australia and encouraging collaborations in the fields of
innovation and technology.

SELANGOR INVESTMENT MISSION TO CHINA - ASEAN
EXPO
10 - 15 SEPTEMBER 2018
NANNING, CHINA
Objectives:

•
•
•
•

Promoting Selangor’s Halal industry while exploring potential
collaborations with international companies.
Promoting the Halal accreditation system by JAKIM/JAIS that
is currently used by many countries.
Promoting the internal auditor campaign with Halal
International Selangor (HIS).
Participating as an exhibitor.

SELANGOR INVESTMENT MISSION TO NANJING,
CHINA; AND KAOHSIUNG, TAIWAN
18 SEPTEMBER - 2 OCTOBER 2018
NANJING, CHINA AND KAOHSIUNG, TAIWAN
Objectives:

•
•
•
•
•

Participating in the “8th Malaysia – China Entrepreneur
Conference" (MCEC 2018) in Nanjing, China.
Participating in “Global Harbour Cities Forum" an initiative of
Kaohsiung City (GHCF 2018) in Kaohsiung Exhibition Center,
Taiwan.
Presenting investment opportunities in Selangor in a seminar
organised by Malaysia - China Chamber of Commerce (MCCC).
Making courtesy visits and meetings with companies identified
as potential investors in Selangor.
Meetings with business associations and trade unions to
promote industrials sectors and business opportunities in
Selangor.

SELANGOR INVESTMENT MISSION TO EUROPE
5 - 18 OCTOBER 2018
NORWAY, DENMARK AND FINLAND
Objectives:

•
•
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Establishing and strengthening two-way relations with
governments; international agencies; international nongovernment organisations; as well as international industrial
associations.
Deliberating comprehensive exposure in the fields of research,
development, service commercialisation, and product R&D.

SELANGOR INVESTMENT MISSION TO THE MIDDLE
EAST
7 - 14 OCTOBER 2018
MOROCCO, EGYPT AND JORDAN
Objectives:

•
•
•
•

Promoting Selangor’s aerospace industry while exploring
potential collaborations with international companies and
organisations.
Promoting the Halal accreditation system by JAKIM/JAIS that
is currently used by many countries.
Promoting the internal auditor campaign with Halal
International Selangor (HIS) among students.
Meet and greet with scholars sponsored by the Selangor
Government.

SELANGOR INVESTMENT MISSION TO JAPAN (TOKYO
& OSAKA) AND KOREA (SEOUL) ORGANISED BY THE
MALAYSIAN INVESTMENT DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
(MIDA)
15 - 18 OCTOBER 2018
JAPAN (TOKYO AND OSAKA) AND KOREA (SEOUL)
Objectives:

•
•

Promoting Selangor in Japan and Korea while identifying new
potential investors in Selangor’s niche sectors.
Participating in all MIDA’s events in Japan and Korea to
showcase readily available investment opportunities in
Selangor.

WORKING VISIT TO THE METALEX EXHIBITION 2018:
‘ASIAN LARGEST INTERNATIONAL MACHINE TOOLS
METAL WORKING TECHNOLOGY TRADE EXHIBITION
AND CONFERENCE’
21 - 24 OCTOBER 2018
BANGKOK, THAILAND
Objectives:

•

Scouting investment opportunities in machine and metal
manufacturing sectors that utilise 4.0 technology.

SELANGOR INVESTMENT MISSION TO DONGGUAN,
CHINA
24 - 26 OCTOBER 2018
GUANGDONG, CHINA
Objectives:

•
•
•

Participated in "Guangdong 21st Maritime Silk Road
International Expo" held at GD Modern International Exhibition
Center.
Provided Selangor companies in food & beverages industry
the platform to penetrate China market.
Shared about the potential investment opportunities in
Selangor as a gateway to ASEAN.
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SELANGOR INVESTMENT MISSION TO MRO ASIAPACIFIC, SINGAPORE
6 - 8 NOVEMBER 2018
SINGAPORE
Objectives:

•
•
•
•

Promoting Selangor’s aerospace industry while exploring
potential collaborations with international companies and
organisations.
Exploring investment opportunities in the aerospace
manufacturing industry.
Providing the opportunity to SME companies to be part of the
international aerospace ecosystem.
Establishing collaborations with aerospace organisations and
companies for the purpose of information exchange, courtesy
visits and educational visits.

SMART CITY EXPO WORLD CONGRESS (SCEWC)
11 - 17 NOVEMBER 2018
FIRA BARCELONA GRAN VIA, SPAIN
Objectives:

•

Participating the expo with the Selangor government to allow
the members of the delegations to acquire knowledge and
receive first-hand experience with smart city technology,
approaches and projects that are exhibited.

TECHNICAL VISIT AND LAB ON SELANGOR MANAGED
INDUSTRIAL PARK GUIDELINES
18 - 21 NOVEMBER 2018
BANGKOK, THAILAND
Objectives:

•
•

Studying and comprehensively understanding industrial park
management utilised by Industrial Estate Authority (IEAT) in
Thailand.
Organising a lab session coordinated by the Town and
Country Planning Department (JPBD) in collaboration with
the Selangor Land and Mines Office to outline a proposed
industrial park management specified guideline for Selangor.
The skeletal guideline will be presented for consideration by
the State Government.

SELANGOR INVESTMENT MISSION TO SIAL JAKARTA,
INDONESIA
20 - 23 NOVEMBER 2018
JAKARTA, INDONESIA
Objectives:

•
•
•
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Promoting Selangor’s Halal industry while exploring potential
collaborations with international companies.
Promoting the Halal accreditation system by JAKIM/JAIS that
is currently used by many countries.
Participating as an exhibitor.

ENGAGEMENT

PROGRAMMES
BRIEFING ON THE MANAGED INDUSTRIAL PARK
CONCEPT TO THE LOCAL AUTHORITIES IN SELANGOR
6 MARCH 2018
INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD, SELANGOR, MALAYSIA
Objectives:

•

To brief the local authorities in Selangor regarding the new
concept of industrial park development as endorsed by the
Selangor State Government.

DIALOGUE WITH MANUFACTURERS FROM DISTRICT
OF PETALING & KLANG
20 MARCH 2018
SACC CONVENTION CENTRE, SELANGOR, MALAYSIA
Objectives:

•

Getting feedback and data on projects that have been given
approval by the Selangor State Government (UPEN).

AEROSPACE MNC SHARING SESSION:
SEPANG AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING SDN. BHD.
7 MAY 2018
UNISEL, SHAH ALAM CAMPUS, SELANGOR, MALAYSIA
Objectives:

•

Sharing session on Aerospace Industry’s success story in
Selangor with SME and MNC companies by Sepang Aircraft
Engineering Sdn. Bhd. at University Selangor (UNISEL).

DIALOGUE WITH HYPERMARKET COMPANIES
6 JUNE 2018
INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD, SELANGOR, MALAYSIA
Objectives:

•
•
•

To find out the current development of the hypermarket
industry as well as the issues and problems faced by
hypermarket companies in Selangor.
The session also discussed how to promote products from
SME companies by using the hypermarkets as the main
platform.
A total of 9 hypermarket companies like Mydin, Lulu Group,
Parkson, Econsave, Checkers and Tesco were present.
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DIALOGUE WITH COSMETIC COMPANIES FROM
SELANGOR
6 JUNE 2018
INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD, SELANGOR, MALAYSIA
Objectives:

•
•

To find out the current development of the cosmetic industry
as well as the issues and problems faced by cosmetic
companies in Selangor.
A total of 20 cosmetic companies were present.

INDUSTRY LINKAGES WITHIN THE STATE OF
SELANGOR AND INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING:
PROGRAMME AND AWARENESS BY INVEST SELANGOR
BERHAD
6 JUNE 2018
INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD, SELANGOR, MALAYSIA
Objectives:

•
•
•
•
•

To strategically position the State of Selangor through the
institutions of higher learning.
To promote key field in the areas of research and development
and commercialisation.
Potential State of Selangor funding in key field areas.
Promotion of key professors within the institutions of higher
learning and specialty.
Internship and student job placement with companies in
selangor.

DIALOGUE WITH MANUFACTURERS FROM
DISTRICT OF HULU LANGAT & SEPANG
4 JULY 2018
BANGI GOLF RESORT, SELANGOR, MALAYSIA

THE

Objectives:

•

Getting feedback and data on projects that have been given
approval by the Selangor State Government (UPEN).

MEETING WITH HALAL COMPANIES FROM SELANGOR
8 AUGUST 2018
INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD, SELANGOR, MALAYSIA
Objectives:

•
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Briefing on the Halal investment encouragement mission in
2019 and the invitation to the Halal companies to participate
as part of the missions’ delegation.

SELANGOR HALAL ACTION PLAN MEETING WITH THE
SELANGOR LOCAL AUTHORITIES
21 SEPTEMBER 2018
INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD, SELANGOR, MALAYSIA
Objectives:

•

To gather information and license data on the number of
entreprenuer's and industrial license in the State of Selangor.

SELANGOR
HALAL
ACTION
WORKSHOP
4 - 6 OCTOBER 2018
JAKIM, PUTRAJAYA, MALAYSIA

PLAN

(SELHAP)

Objectives:

•

Idea generation session as preparation for the Selangor
Halal Action Plan with F&B companies and ingredient
manufacturers, as well as Federal and State agencies together
with institutions of higher learning.

SELANGOR AEROSPACE ACTION PLAN WORKSHOP
SERIES
23 NOVEMBER 2018
SAUJANA HOTEL, KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA
Objectives:

•

Idea generation session as preparation for the Selangor
Aerospace Action Plan with MRO companies and institutions
of higher learning, Federal and local agencies.

SELANGOR HALAL ACTION PLAN TOWN HALL SESSION
18 DECEMBER 2018
SACC CONVENTION CENTRE, SHAH ALAM,
SELANGOR, MALAYSIA
Objectives:

•

Presents the initiatives from the ‘Pelan Halal Tuju Industri Halal
Negeri Selangor’ based on the analysis of feedbacks received
throughout the 5 SELHAP workshops held earlier at Putrajaya
4th to 6th October 2018.

DIALOGUE WITH MANUFACTURERS FROM DISTRICT
OF GOMBAK & HULU SELANGOR
19 DECEMBER 2018
TEMPLER PARK, SELANGOR, MALAYSIA
Objectives:

•

Getting feedback and data on projects that have been given
approval by the Selangor State Government (UPEN).
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SELANGOR
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SUMMIT 2018
The second edition of the Selangor International
Business Summit once more graced Selangor as its
prime event of the year in 2018. What began as a
general expo to allow more organic and dynamic
interactions amongst all stakeholders to meet
and explore collaborations with readily available
business opportunities, became the highlight of
Selangor’s 2018. Held on the 6th to 16th September
2018 at the Malaysian International Trade and
Exhibition Centre (MITEC), the second edition of
Selangor International Business Summit continued
its three-pronged event format that contained the
4th Selangor International Expo, the 2nd Selangor
ASEAN Business Conference, and the 3rd Selangor
Smart City and Digital Economy Convention.
The summit further established the idea of Selangor
as the prime gateway to ASEAN and the combination
of the three events made Selangor International
Business Summit a raving success. In total, the event
accumulated RM195 million worth of transaction
value. As a whole, the summit collectively boasted
18,808 square metres of exhibition space manned
by 334 registered exhibitors from 33 different
countries. As many as 548 booths were opened
and 23,737 participants were present at the summit.
The summit also included 18 sessions of conference
and keynote speeches delivered by 64 local and
international speakers.
The oldest of the three events, the 4th Selangor
International Expo has been the main attraction for
the visitors as it attracted over 13,971 visitors who
visited over 200 booths in the expo. Focusing on
the food and beverages industry, the expo offered
business matching sessions, cake decorating
challenge, fruit carving challenge, Selangor Latte
Art Throwdown of the Year 2018, Battle of Teh Tarik
2018, premium exhibitor & sponsorship packages,
engaging side events as well as international hosted
buyers programme. The F&B sectors were given
emphasis in the expo specifically in the areas of
food technology, food sciences, food services,
Halal and food and beverages industry. Some of
the notable industry key players who participated
include Nestlé, F&N, Ramly, Bestari Food, Julie's and
QSR Brands.
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The Selangor-ASEAN Business Conference on the
other hand placed emphasis on building rapport
with ASEAN countries and the ASEAN Economic
Community (AEC) as well as introducing various
Halal-based industries and economies. 64 speakers
were invited in the conference and the key topics
and sessions were Food for Thought; Deciphering
ASEAN; ASEAN Economic Integration; Youth and
Women Entreprenuership; and Belt & Road Initiative.
The conference was graced by world renowned
speakers like Chris Humphrey, Executive Director,
EU-ASEAN Business Council, UK; Ambassador
Michael W. Michalak, Regional Managing Director
of US-ASEAN Business Council, US; Sirina Sisombat
Hervy, Managing Director Sinouk Cafe, Laos; and
Tauriq Brown from the South African – Thai Chamber
of Commerce.
The Selangor Smart City and Future Commerce
Convention was rebranded and introduced as the
Selangor Smart City and Digital Economy Convention
as the event now includes not only smart city, but
also Industrial Revolution 4.0 and E-commerce into
its key focus areas. Attended by 9,766 participants,
the convention also attracted 60 speakers as well as
228 booths from local and international companies,
associations and other business entities. On top
of the international exhibition, the most notable
part of the convention were smart city events like
National Mayor Roundtable session; Alibaba Global
Course Malaysia 2018; Malaysia Top EC Merchant
Awards; and Smart City Conference. The event was
also graced by leading technology and e-commerce
players like Microsoft, Axiata, UOB, UBTECH, and
MOL PAY.
Synonymous to Selangor’s journey to become the
gateway to ASEAN, Selangor International Business
Summit 2018 has shown much progress and
accomplishments as the summit grows bigger and
evolves into one of the attractions of the year not
just for Selangor, but for Malaysia and the ASEAN
region. The Selangor International Business Summit
has slowly grown into a home for business owners,
investors, trade associations, manufacturers, and all
other stakeholders to make better connections and
expand their possibilities into a better future.

SELANGOR

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY AND
E-COMMERCE COUNCIL
(SITEC) 2.0
December 2018 saw the conclusion of the first
Selangor Information Technology and E-Commerce
Council (SITEC) 1.0. Chaired by Y.B. Dato' Teng
Chang Khim, Selangor State Executive Councillor
for Investment, Industry & Commerce and Small
& Medium Enterprise (SME), the Council was first
established in 2015 to assist local Selangor SMEs in
exploring borderless possibilities by venturing into
the world of e-commerce.

In the recent conclusion of SITEC 1.0, SDCC’s Chief
Executive - Mr. Yong Kai Ping presented the SITEC
2.0 Proposal that would span from 2018 – 2021.
Titled as “Towards New Retail and IR 4.0”, the SITEC
2.0 Proposal is set to further develop and inculcate
O2O (Traditional SMEs), Cross Borders E-Commerce
(DFTZ) and Industry 4.0 (Selangor Accelerator
Programme, Selangor Digital Economy Convention
2018) into its main endeavours.

While small to medium enterprises (SMEs) are
not considered as major players in the economy,
the State of Selangor views the local SMEs in its
sheer quantity and quality. The SMEs are seen as a
collective growth that could significantly improve
the State’s economy.
SITEC is managed by the Selangor Digital
Creative Centre (SDCC) currently headed by Chief
Executive - Mr. Yong Kai Ping. Within its four years
of implementation, SITEC has shown numerous
achievements and contributions.
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AN OVERVIEW OF SITEC 1.0 ACHIEVEMENTS (2015 – 2018)
Over the four years of its operation, SITEC has shown highly encouraging achievements. From June 2015 to
December 2018, a total of 73 e-commerce classes were successfully conducted. Another notable achievement
is the number of individuals in startup business, e-commerce and technology reached by SITEC which
amounted to approximately 200,000 individuals. In terms of events, SITEC organised 8 major e-commerce
and 3 smart city events.
Within the Online 100 thrust, between June 2015 to December 2018, as many as 425 mobile apps had been
created for 425 retailers registered as part of the Online 100 merchants list. A total of RM10.3 million GMV and
over 80,000 Online 100 merchant orders were garnered within the fruitful period.
Some of the other achievements for SITEC from 2015 to 2018 include:
NO

ITEM

ACHIEVEMENT

1

EC Class

73 Classes and 8 Masterclasses in English, Bahasa Malaysia,
Chinese, over 8,100 participants

2

Online 100

425 merchants in Lazada, 11-Street, Log-on, Youbeli with
RM10.3 million GMY sales for 4.5 years

3

Apps 100

850 iOS & Android Apps

4

Conferences/Events

5 e-commerce conferences
3 Top e-commerce merchant
competition/awards
3 Smart City Conventions
1 Smart City Hackathons

5

Overseas E-commerce &
Smart City Missions

2
2
1
2

6

Selangor Digital Creative Centre 22 companies (3 foreign companies)
(SDCC)
43 co-workers

7

Networking expansion

1
3
1
1

e-commerce Hackathon
Startup Quest Selangor (SQL)
Startup Forum
Accelerator Programme

Taiwan Missions in 6 major cities
Selangor-Taiwan business summits
Guangdong Mission
Barcelona Smart City Convention Missions

Touched base with 200,000 industry players

SITEC’S ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTION
Online 100 & Apps 100

Top E-Commerce Merchant Awards

• 425 merchants have been trained to
be e-commerce ready since Mid 2015
(3 - 5 years)
• Total GMY of merchants
RM10,300,000
• Expected to rise to RM15,000,000
in 2019

• Started in 2016
• Third iteration of the competition in 2018
• Aims to reward the best of e-merchants
in Malaysia through cash and other prizes
• Recorded sales of RM28 million for 2018

Selangor Acceleration
Programme 2018

Selangor Smart City Convention 2018

• 30 out of 66 application startups were
shortlisted
• Aims to make startups investor and
pitching ready by end of programming
• Pitching in China and Malaysia,
achieved GMV of RM13,000,000
• Will return for another session in 2019

• Facilitated Total GMV of RM47.5 million
• Facilitated Revenue of RM600,000
• Archied RM40.5 million in adspend
valuation
• Over 8,000 attendees over 3 days

RM173 million |
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GMV facilitated by SITEC over 4 years

SITEC E-COMMERCE EDUCATION
Believing knowledge is the basic building blocks of
a successful business establishment, SITEC places
"e-commerce education" as one of its four thrusts.
One of the main focus of SITEC’s e-commerce
education is to reach SMEs and other business
individuals and provide them training in improving
their business using e-commerce. Within this thrust,
two types of e-commerce classes had been utilised.

E-commerce
Classes

E-commerce
Masterclass

Among the educational efforts include SITEC
e-Commerce Classes and Masterclasses; the newly
launched virtual online learning platform, SITEC
academy; and a huge educational e-commerce
collaboration effort with Alibaba called MYSTARTR.
These numerous educational endeavours are aimed
to further improve the economy through learned
and intellectual culture.

SITEC
Academy

MYSTARTR
Alibaba Training
Centre

SITEC ONLINE 100
Another thrust under SITEC that has been given focus is the Online 100 initiative that aims to move local
SMEs, into the world of e-commerce. The thrust has taken active measures to engage, train, build online
platforms and monitor SMEs and their business activities in the world of e-commerce. The following are some
of the highlights of Online 100 in the past four years:
DESCRIPTION

DETAILS

1

Active marketplace partnerships

Log-on : Since 2015
11-Street : Since 2015
Youbeli : Since 2015
Lazada : Since June 2016
Shopee : Expected Q1 2018

2

Recruitments
(in batches of 100)

1st Batch : June 2015 - February 2016
2nd Batch : March 2016 - November 2016
3rd Batch : December 2016 - November 2017
4th Batch : December 2017 - September 2018
5th Batch : December 2018 - September 2019

TOP 3 PRODUCT CATEGORIES BY ONLINE 100 MERCHANTS

2017

2018

Home & Living

Home & Living

Health & Beauty

Health & Beauty

Fashion

Food, Beverages
& Groceries
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ONLINE 100 TOP SELLING PRODUCT CATEGORIES
24%

18.4%

18.4%

11.2%

8.8%

Home &
Living

Health &
Beauty

Food,
Beverages &
Groceries

Electronics,
Gaming &
Gadget

Services,
Coupons &
Tickets

8%

6.4%

1.6%

1.6%

1.6%

Fashion

Mum, Baby
& Kids

Automotive

Machinery

Book &
Stationery

ONLINE 100 MERCHANT DEMOGRAPHICS

4 | Sabak
Bernam

0.9%

5 | Kuala
Selangor

1.2%

25 | Gombak
5.8%

74 | Klang

198 | Petaling

19 | Kuala
Langat

19 | Kuala
Langat

17.4%

4.4%

46.5%

4.4%

8 | Sepang

1.8%
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SITEC APP 100
If the Online 100 is an effort to bring the SMEs into
the world of e-commerce, the App 100 is SITEC’s
effort in enhancing the registered Online 100
e-commerce business operation by inculcating their
businesses into a designated mobile app. Using
Youbeli marketplace as the medium for the thrust,
a number of 425 apps for the 425 registered Online
100 merchants had been created until December
2018. The apps were designed to be available in both
Android and iOS operating systems.

425

425

Apps
Designed

Registered
Merchants

SELANGOR DIGITAL CREATIVE CENTRE (SDCC)

11,000 sqft
Incubator and
Co-working Space

Equipped with

Bountiful
Amenities

SITEC’s effort in providing avenues for e-commerce
has not only been virtual. One of its recognised
efforts in helping e-commerce to expand is the
creation of the Selangor Digital Creative Centre
(SDCC). The SDCC in principle is an 11,000 square
foot incubator and co-working space that had been
certified by MDEC. The centre is equipped with
bountiful amenities like seminar rooms, multiple
meeting rooms, a maker space, a photo studio, and
a café needed to propel e-commerce activities. The
design of the centre borrows the concept of open
sharing workspace famously introduced by Google.
Hot-desking arrangement is utilised in the centre
and its maker studio had been certified as a Digital
Maker Hub.

SITEC 1.0 E-COMMERCE EVENTS HIGHLIGHTS
Over the years SITEC has been active in organising e-commerce events to promote the e-commerce industry
in Selangor. The following are some of the highlights of the e-commerce events that SITEC had successfully
organised:

TOP E-COMMERCE MERCHANT AWARDS 2018
15 SEPTEMBER 2018

•
•
•
•
•
•

Returned for the third year.
New categories (Best Startup and Top Services Providers).
New score – calculation of sales during ‘Sales Period’.
Participants sold RM28 million during this period.
Held during Selangor Smart City & Digital Economy
Convention 2018.
100 contestants, 80,000 online votes.

ALIBABA GLOBAL COURSE 2018
14 SEPTEMBER 2018

•
•
•
•

Attended by 800 merchants and 200 over service providers.
Aimed to forge stronger ties between the e-commerce
communities of China and Malaysia.
Covered topics such as fulfilment, smart logistics, global
business models, and marketing trends.
Featured key leaders from Alibaba Business units and online
marketing expected, such as Taobao University, Alibaba
Group and Local Government, Tmall Global, CAINIAQ Global
Tmall, etc.
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SITEC 1.0 SMART CITY EVENTS HIGHLIGHTS
"Smart City" is one of SITEC’s major endeavours. The following are the highlights of SITEC’s Smart City events
from the year 2018:

SMART CITY CONFERENCE 2018
13 SEPTEMBER 2018
MITEC, KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA

•
•
•
•
•

Held as part of Smart City & Digital Economy Convention.
Featured 30 international and local experts from countries
such as China, United Kingdom, Indonesia, Spain and Taiwan.
Attended by over 800 participants.
Topics included Industrial Revolution 4.0, AI, Blockchain, and
Cloud Computing.
This was held with the conjunction of Selangor International
Business Summit 2018.

NATIONAL MAYOR ROUNDTABLE 2018
13 SEPTEMBER 2018
MITEC, KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA

•
•
•
•
•
•

Held as part of the Smart City & Digital Economy Convention
First ever to be held in Malaysia.
Attended by over 200 local and international council Mayors
and officers.
Explored topics of traffic and mobility; communications and
connectivity; and smart waste management.
Led by global regional experts from United Kingdom, China,
Indonesia and Spain with local councils to explore existing
solutions and finetune them within a Malaysia context.
This was held with the conjunction of Selangor International
Business Summit 2018.

SITEC STARTUP INITIATIVES
On top of Online 100 and App 100, SITEC also creates numerous initiatives that would allow the SMEs and small
business owners to be part of the major contributing factor to Selangor’s economy. These startup initiatives
are often used by new business owners to help them propel their business into a stable establishment. The
following are some of SITEC’s Startup Initiatives highlights from the year 2018:

SELANGOR INTERNATIONAL PITCH
14 SEPTEMBER 2018
MITEC, KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA

•
•
•
•

Held as part of Smart City & Digital Economy Convention.
29 international startups from China, Taiwan, Thailand, Korea,
Singapore and Malaysia pitched on stage to judges, VCs,
investors, etc.
Judged by panel of 5 judges.
Winner received RM100,000, 1st Runner Up – RM50,000, 2nd
Runner Up – RM20,000.

SITEC STARTUP CONNECT

•
•
•
•
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Online platform for local startups to reach out to Selangor
State Government, potential partners, investor and vice-versa.
One stop repository and hub to access resources for startups.
Members receive special rates to access SDCC co-working
space.
Members are invited to the free use of SDCC co-working
space every last Friday of the month (Startup Co-Working
Open Day).

FOOD AND BEVERAGES
CLUSTER

A HAVEN FOR THE FOOD AND BEVERAGE INDUSTRY
When the Prime Minister of Malaysia, Tun Dr.
Mahathir Mohamad presented the budget for 2018
he positively earmarked the food and beverages
sector as one of the “sure winning sectors” in the
country.
This is not an opinionated statement as Malaysia
is known to be a haven for food and beverages. In
2017, the total worth of the Malaysian F&B industry
was capped at RM173.63 billion which marked an
impressive increase of 9.71% from 2016. Similarly
impressive was the F&B export value, which was
recorded at RM35.19 billion.

In Selangor, the F&B industry is one of the main
contributors to the State’s economy with the food
manufacturing sector alone reaching RM835 million
worth of direct investments in 2018. Having global
key players in F&B such as Cadbury, Campbell’s,
Nestlé, Ramly, Kawan Food and many more, rooting
themselves in Selangor shows the industry's
prominence as one of Selangor's main economic
drive.

The most important part of the Malaysian F&B
industry is the diversity of cultures that are richly
intertwined with the culinary experiences. EMIS also
noted Malaysia as a country with high-sustainably
value in the F&B due to its strong pre-existing
agricultural industry complimenting the F&B
industry.
The industry has been growing and major F&B events
and expos such as the Malaysian International Halal
Showcase (MIHAS), Malaysia International Food and
Beverage Trade Fair (MIFB), and Food and Hotel
Malaysia (FHM) have been organised.

2017

2018

Malaysian Food and
Beverage Industry

Selangor Food
Manufacturing
Direct Investments

Total Worth

RM173.63 billion

RM835 million

Total Export Value

RM35.19 billion
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MALAYSIA AND THE HALAL FOOD INDUSTRY
The Muslim community accounts for 23% population of the world and carries with it 1.8 billion consumers with
an average growth rate of 3% per annum. According to Reuters, world renowned research body Adroit Market
Research estimated that the Halal industry will be worth USD 9.71 trillion by 2025.
Such market value created urgency for the industry to grow and thus creating a global Halal race. Malaysia,
being populated by many Muslims is seen as a key player in the Halal industry in the region and this is reflected
in 2016, when the nation’s Halal export value reached RM42.2 billion. The Malaysian food and beverage and
Halal ingredients industry has also been thriving as they carried RM18.6 billion and RM12.8 billion worth of
trade value in 2016 respectively.

GLOBAL HALAL INDUSTRY MARKET

6 HALAL PHARMA

5 HALAL TRAVEL
2017

| USD 177 Bn

2023

| USD 274 Bn

2017

| USD 87 Bn

2023

| USD 131 Bn

1

ISLAMIC FINANCE
2017
| USD 2,438 Bn
2023

4 HALAL MEDIA

| USD 3,809 Bn

2 HALAL FOOD

2017

| USD 209 Bn

2017

| USD 1,303 Bn

2023

| USD 288 Bn

2023

| USD 1,863 Bn

7 HALAL COSMETICS

3 MODEST FASHION

2017

| USD 61 Bn

2017

| USD 270 Bn

2023

| USD 90 Bn

2023

| USD 361 Bn

Source: State of the Global Islamic Economy Report 2018/2019

HALAL INDUSTRY IN THE STATE OF SELANGOR
One of the strong niche industries in the State of Selangor’s F&B sector is the Halal Industry. Noting the
importance of the Halal market, Selangor has been an avid Halal food industry proponent that has been the
focus of the 4th Selangor International Expo in the Selangor International Business Summit 2018.
Heeding the call to the GHTTI gold mine’s call, Selangor has taken an initiative to establish the Halal
International Selangor or HIS (Aspire Flagship Sdn. Bhd.) that focuses on helping manufacturers, distributors
and all other levels of Halal-based business to establish and expand their Halal endeavours in the State of
Selangor. HIS also had created the Halal Technical Competent Person Programme or the HTCP that contains
40 modules to train quality experts that would contribute to the development of the Halal market in Selangor.
One of its most notable efforts is the creation of the first Halal Industrial Park in Malaysia, 'Pulau Indah Halal
Hub', a 700-acre hub designated for various Halal industries that are aimed to fulfil various global quality
accreditations like ISO 9000, Codex Alimentarius, QA, HACCP, and Good Hygienic Practice (GHP).
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HALAL CERTIFICATION IN SELANGOR
Halal Certification by Industry Sector
5

1

11
3

As of 20th September 2018, food products make
up the bulk of listed Halal certified products
within the State of Selangor, followed by a
constrasting margin of consumer goods,
cosmetics, food premise, and slaughterhouse.

Food products
Consumer goods
Cosmetics

TOTAL
Active Certificate
Holder in Selangor

2594|

Food premise
Slaughterhouse
80

Source: Jabatan Agama Islam Selangor (JAIS), Halal Industry
Development Corporation.

HALAL INTERNATIONAL SELANGOR COUNCIL
The Halal International Selangor is an initiative by the Selangor State Government as a platform to provide
infrastructure and strategic solutions for the global Halal trade industry.
As an effort to ensure the initiative is successful, the Halal International Selangor Council was formed to be
a one-stop reference centre with regards to the "Halal Trade" in Selangor and global market. The Council is
headed by The Right Honourable Dato' Menteri Besar Selangor (Chief Minister of Selangor).
Keeping up with current and changing trade decisions as well as growing and matured market expansions,
the Halal International Selangor Council functions as a "think-tank" to the State as well as local authorities to
ensure market trends are up to date.
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TRANSPORT
EQUIPMENT AND
MANUFACTURING
CLUSTER

MOVING INTO NEW HORIZONS: AEROSPACE
One of Selangor’s métier is the transport equipment
and manufacturing cluster. In 2018, it collected
a combined total capital investment of RM393
million. RM77.8 million of it originated from foreign
investments while a massive RM315.2 million came
from domestic investments. Within the transport
equipment and manufacture cluster, Selangor has
focused its activities in the three sub-industries of
Automotive, Maritime and Aerospace.
Showing its prominence as a transport equipment
and manufacturing gold mine, Selangor hosts about
37% of the nation’s total number of automotive
manufacturing and assembly plants. This should be
reflected with the dynamic automotive industry in
Malaysia, which has been one of the nation’s pride
industries. In 2017 alone Malaysia recorded RM45.07

billion worth of automotive sales, with RM7.46
billion worth of export and RM23.19 billion worth of
import sales. Considering that automotive is such a
lucrative industry in the global market, Selangor’s
involvement with more than 1/3 of the nation’s
automotive manufacturing activities indicates a
massive transport equipment economy in the state.
On the other side of Selangor’s transport equipment
and manufacturing cluster is the sub-industry or
maritime. Akin to the automotive field, a staggering
26% of Malaysia’s maritime companies are also
centered in the Golden State. According to the
Malaysian Industry-Government Group for High
Technology (MIGHT) the ship building and ship
repair (SBSR) industry has faced a monumental
challenge since the global drop in 2014 but Malaysia
had begun its SBSR realignment recovery since
2015. The recovery has been supported by various
initiatives established by the Malaysian government
like the Malaysian Shipbuilding/Ship Repair Industry
Strategic Plan 2020, and the Malaysian Shipping
Master Plan 2017 – 2022 that aims for the industry
to carry RM6.4 billion worth of GNI with 55,000 job
opportunities by the year 2020.
While automotive and maritime may have been
Selangor’s strategic sub-industries, the bread and
butter to the state’s transportation equipment and
manufacturing cluster is the aerospace industry.
Selangor for some years has established itself as
the prime hub for aerospace not just in Malaysia, but
in the ASEAN region with over 62% of Malaysia’s
aerospace-related
companies
nestling
their
businesses in Selangor. Three of Malaysia’s most
prominent aerospace hubs of Sepang, Serendah
and Subang or the “3S”, are all located in Selangor
and the State is looking forward to fully expand
the industry even more in the coming future. The
aerospace industry in Selangor is also supported by
the Selangor Aerospace Council, a "think-tank" that
strategise growth of the industry. The Council works
closely with Malaysia’s effort in aerospace by utilising
incentives readied by the federal government.

Malaysian Shipping
Industry by 2020

2018 Total Capital Investment

RM6.4 billion GNI
55,000 Job Opportunities

37%

Malaysian Aerospace
Industry by 2030

RM393 million

of Malaysian Automotive
Manufacturing and Assembly
Plant in Selangor

RM75.2 billion
Worth of Revenues

SELANGOR AEROSPACE COUNCIL
In an effort to be part of such a dynamic industry, Selangor had gathered experts and top players in the
aerospace industries that include manufacturers, academicians, policy makers, representatives of relevant
ministries and federal agencies as well as aerospace researchers to form the Selangor Aerospace Council.
Under the spearheading of The Right Honourable Dato' Menteri Besar Selangor (Chief Minister of Selangor),
the Selangor Aerospace Council strategically oversees the development of the aerospace industry in
Selangor by providing expert opinions, advises and secondary assistance in expediting and ensuring the
success of aerospace projects and programmes in the State. The Council is also a testament of Selangor State
Government’s active effort in working closely with the federal government to secure Malaysia's position as
one of the three main aerospace industry centres the region as it also functions as a mediation between the
State and the federal policies, authorities and efforts.
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LIFE SCIENCES
CLUSTER

REVITALISING THE INDUSTRY
The Life Sciences cluster has been Selangor’s forte
for a long-known time. In 2016 alone it contributed
RM18.3 billion worth of GDP and the sector boasts
average annual direct investments worth RM959
million. In 2018, Selangor obtained RM369.8 million
worth of direct investments in the sub industry of
chemical and chemical products alone.
The fundamentals of Selangor’s amazing economic
achievements in the life sciences cluster are the
strong establishments of its pharmaceutical and
BioNexus companies that have been booming over
the years. In spite of the State’s smaller land size,
it hosts 37% of all pharmaceutical companies in
Malaysia. Similarly, a staggering 36% of BioNexus
companies are rooted in the Golden State of
Malaysia.
Another mainstay of the life sciences cluster is
the medical tourism industry. Medical tourism,
an industry that places Malaysia as a medical and
healthcare destination is seen as a huge part of
Malaysia’s growth and is expected to reach RM2.8
billion in revenue by 2020. With the improvement

2016 GDP Contribution

Another industry booming under the life sciences
cluster is healthcare. Frost & Sullivan posited that
the Malaysian healthcare industry has a cumulative
annual growth rate (CAGR) of 8.4% for the past 6
years. The industry’s value skyrocketed from RM6.96
billion in 2012 to RM11.29 billion in 2018. Reflectively
looking at the industry, Selangor has fast becoming
a hotbed for private healthcare industry in recent
years. The Association of Private Hospitals of
Malaysia (APHM) showed that to date, there are 38
private hospitals registered with the association in
Selangor as compared to only 26 in Kuala Lumpur.
Having thriving chemical, biotechnology and medical
tourism industries, Selangor is set to become one of
Malaysia’s major contributors to the economy in the
life sciences cluster.

Average Annual
Direct Investments

RM18.3 billion

RM959 million

37%

Medical Tourism in Malaysia

Malaysian Pharmaceutical
Companies in Selangor

36%

Malaysian BioNexus
Companies in Selangor
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of medical tourism technology like pre-genetic
screening and the utilisation of medical e-visas,
Selangor, along with Kuala Lumpur and Pulau Pinang
are seen as the main hubs for Malaysian medical
tourism industry.

RM2.8 billion
in Revenue by 2020

SELANGOR BIO COUNCIL
The Selangor Bio Bay (Central Spectrum (M) Sdn.
Bhd.) was launched by The Right Honourable Dato'
Menteri Besar Selangor (Chief Minister of Selangor)
on the 24th of September 2017 and had since
become the crux of the biotechnological industry’s
expansion in Selangor.
The Selangor Bio Bay expands across over 1,352
acres of land and is equipped with infrastructures
to house biotechnology centres, residential
areas, industrial and commercial zones as well as
recreational parks.
The Selangor Bio Council, which is an organisation
chaired by Y.B. Dato' Teng Chang Khim, Selangor
State Executive Councillor for Investment, Industry
& Commerce and Small & Medium Enterprise (SME),
consists of experts, industry key players, investors,
government officials and representations of local
authorities, was established to oversee and guide
the Selangor Bio Bay into its destined excellence
and prominence.
The Council outlines strategic plans to steer the
Selangor Bio Bay project into an excellent future
and is benefitting opinions from prominent figures
in biotechnology.

Selangor Bio Bay: Central Spectrum (M) Sdn. Bhd.

1,352 acres

40,000

RM5.5 billion

Land Area

Population upon
Completion

Projected Gross
Development
Value

Biotechnology
Accelerator
Centre
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ELECTRICAL AND
ELECTRONICS
CLUSTER

A BOOMING INDUSTRY
Last year the Electrical and Electronics (E&E)
industry had accumulated RM10.7 billion worth
of foreign investments. The E&E investments in
Selangor were also prominent as over RM405 million
direct investments were procured. These figures
reflect the robustness and strength of the electrical
and electronics industry in Malaysia and Selangor.
With over RM37.3 billion worth of investment that
had been accumulated for the past 30 years, the
E&E industry had given over 180,000 jobs to the
people of Selangor.

Among some of the sub-sectors of the electrical and
electronics cluster include electronic components,
consumer electronics, industrial electronics and
industrial electrical equipment.
In recent times, the electrical and electronics
industry has further evolved with the inculcation of
Industry 4.0 technology by electrical and electronic
companies in the country. The American Malaysian
Chamber of Commerce (AMCHAM) for example,
stated that within the Malaysian American E&E
Industry (MAEI), as high as 15% of American E&E
companies have already been fully operating using
Industry 4.0, while 59% are operating with Industry
3.0 technology with elements of 4.0 present, and
nearly 74% of them are investing in industry 4.0
improvements within the next two years.
MIDA and the US-based Semiconductor Equipment
and Materials International (SEMI) are expecting
the electrical and electronics industry to generate a
gross national income impact of RM53.4 billion and
create 157,000 jobs in the next year or two. Such
outlook shows that the electrical and electronics
cluster would remain as one of Selangor’s focus in
the near future.
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Electrical and
Electronics Key Figures
in Selangor 2018

5,568|

84|

Employment
Opportunities

Total No. of Projects
(2014 - 2018)

RM2.39
billion

|

Total Investments
(2014 - 2018)

Malaysia’s Electrical and Electronics Industry 4.0
Assimilation by Malaysian-American E&E Industry
15%

59%

74%

Fully Operating
in Industry 4.0

Operating with
Industry 3.0 with
Elements of 4.0

Investing in
Industry 4.0 Upgrade
and Improvements

Malaysia’s Electrical and Electronics Industry
Future Outlook by 2020
Job Opportunities Created

157,000

Gross National Income Impact

RM53.4 billion
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MACHINERY AND
EQUIPMENT
CLUSTER

THE FUNDAMENTAL SUPPORT TO ALL INDUSTRIES
The Machinery and Equipment is the second biggest cluster in Selangor in terms of the worth of investments.
Consequently, within its range of endeavours, the industries under the machinery and equipment cluster
crucially provide the equipment and heavy machineries needed to propel other industries.
Between 2014 to 2018, the machinery and equipment cluster had accumulated RM2.6 billion worth of
investment that comes from 157 projects creating 6,606 job opportunities for the people of Selangor. In 2018
alone a total of 23 projects worth RM558 million were secured with RM225 million of it came from domestic
investments, while RM363 million originating from foreign investments. The figures show that the machinery
and equipment cluster is one of Malaysia’s and Selangor’s main industrial clusters that are contributing both
directly and indirectly to the economic growth of the State and the Country.
One of the major investors in the machinery and equipment cluster in Selangor is Canon Machinery (M) Sdn.
Bhd. that has been a massive printing and publication machinery and equipment producers in the country.
Canon Machinery’s activities are very much significant to the M&E cluster as it indirectly contributed to paper,
printing and publishing industry, the second highest earning industry in Selangor that accumulated RM5.1
billion worth of investments last year.
Speaking at the 29th Malaysia International Machinery Fair, the Malaysia External Trade Development
Corporation (MATRADE) China Unit Director - Mr. Ong Yew Chee emphasised the importance of the M&E
cluster. It was pointed, just within the first quarter of 2018, Malaysia had exported RM12.19 billion worth of M&E
products with Singapore, Indonesia, the US and China being the main destinations of the exports.
With such a vast amount of investments and functioning as the centrifugal engine to all the other industries
and clusters, the machinery and equipment cluster will continue to be one of Selangor’s most important
clusters.

Machinery and Equipment Key Figures in Selangor 2018

157|

Total No. of Projects
from 2014 - 2018

6,606 |
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Employment
Opportunities

RM2.6
billion

|

Total Investment
(2014 - 2018)

RM12.19
billion

|

1 st Quarter 2018
Export Value
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TALENT INITIATIVE
A GOLDEN STATE WITH GOLDEN TALENTS
The highly rapid shift of the economic climate into
Knowledge Economy emphasises the quality over
the quantity of the workforce. Such shift has been
made even more critical with the arrival of the
Industrial Revolution 4.0. IR 4.0 brought elements
like the IoT, Big Data and many other knowledge
specific areas. These specific areas require better and
bigger intellectual capacity within the workforce for
the industry to flourish. Consequently, the industries
are no longer ponderous but are now cognitive and
intellectual.
In this sense, Selangor is truly a gold mine of talents
due to the State’s demographic nature along with
the advanced educational climate. According to
the Department of Statistics Malaysia, Selangor is
the most populous state in the country with over 6
million people populating it as of second quarter of
2019. Looking into the decade, Selangor had already
reached 91.4% urbanisation by 2010.
This bountiful demography is the perfect foundation
for talent development that is complimented by a
very mature and advanced education climate. To
date, there are more than 40 international schools,
which include Japanese, Korean, Australian and
British international schools in the State.
At the tertiary level, Selangor is the home to
numerous renown public universities like Universiti
Malaya (UM), Universiti Putera Malaysia (UPM)
and Univeriti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM) as well
as private universities like XIAMEN University,
Nottingham University and Monash University.
Selangor also has its own higher learning institutes
like the Universiti Selangor (UNISEL) and Kolej
Universiti Islam Antarabangsa Selangor (KUIS). In
total, there are over 150 universities and colleges
operating in the State, producing 40,000 graduates
per annum, creating a massive and impressive 3.2
million multilingual and multicultural workforce in
the State.

The State is also assisted by Selangor Human
Resource Development Centre (SHRDC) that
primarily functions as a hub to train, reinvent and
improve the skills of individuals who wish to heighten
their marketability and employability value.
The talent initiative also resulted in the creation
of the Selangor Talent Portal, an integrated online
platform that allows the talents to seek career
advice, apply for jobs and obtain other information
relating to the industries. The point of the initiative
is to fuel the industrial climate in the State with
an attractive workforce, which would attract new
investors. Simultaneously, the initiative also provides
lucrative opportunities to the young population of
the State.

VISION
To create this knowledge economy for the benefit of
citizens, business community and public institutions.

MISSION
•

•
•

To connect industry and education service
providers to prepare our talents for a challenging
job market and provide them with a competitive
package of skills and knowledge to contribute
to investing corporations’ success;
We intend to learn more about supply and
demand of human resources in Selangor, match
them through new initiatives and adopt a
demand-driven education approach;
To encourage further collaborations especially
focused on joint R&D projects to create a
genuine knowledge economy in the most
developed State of Malaysia.

40

150

40,000

3.2 million

International
Schools

Universities &
Colleges

Graduates
Per Annum

Largest Multilingual
Workforce
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MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS

Media Interview with
Y.B. Dato’ Teng Chang Khim
for SIBS 2018

Media Interview with YM Raja
Shahreen bin YM Raja Othman & BFM
Radio at Invest Selangor for SIBS 2018

Bernama & New Straits Times Interview with
Y.B. Dato' Teng Chang Khim

INVEST SELANGOR
BERHAD

Total Mentions

56

Interview with Y.Bhg. Dato' Hasan Azhari
bin Hj. Idris & BFM Radio

SELANGOR
INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS SUMMIT
2018 (SIBS)

Total Mentions

464

122

PR Value

PR Value

RM8,131,066.86

Press Conference SIBS 2018

RM2,890,669.35

SELANGOR KINI

SELANGOR KINI

SINAR HARIAN

SELANGOR KINI

SELANGOR KINI

THE SUN DAILY

MALAYSIA SME

NANYANG SIANG PAU

THE SUN

EVENT HIGHLIGHTS
SELANGOR CHINESE NEW YEAR OPEN HOUSE 2018
24 FEBRUARY 2018
DATARAN PETALING JAYA, SELANGOR, MALAYSIA
Objectives:

•
•

Fostering societal harmony and understanding in the country
that consists of citizens from various cultural, racial and
religious backgrounds.
Fostering the spirit of unity within the society while
strengthening the bond between leaders and the community.

OFFICIAL LAUNCH SELANGOR INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS SUMMIT 2018
19 MARCH 2018
MALAYSIA INTERNATIONAL TRADE & EXHIBITION
CENTRE (MITEC), KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA
Objectives:

•

Creating awareness and media presence for the Selangor
International Business Summit 2018 which was held from 6th
to 16th September 2018 at the Malaysia International Trade
and Exhibition Centre (MITEC).

SELANGOR PAVILION DURING THE MALAYSIAN
INTERNATIONAL HALAL SHOWCASE (MIHAS) 2018
6 - 8 APRIL 2018
MITEC, KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA
Objectives:

•
•
•
•
•

To promote the State of Selangor as the preferred Halal hub
globally and locally.
To create awareness and develop relationship with new Halal
industry prospects.
To promote the Selangor International Business Summit 2018.
To promote Halal products and companies in Selangor (Made
in Selangor programme).
To gather all Halal agencies and key players like Jabatan
Agama Islam Selangor (JAIS), Halal International Selangor
(Aspire Flagship Sdn. Bhd.), Central Spectrum (M) Sdn.
Bhd. (Developer Halal Hub), Port Klang Free Zone (PKFZ),
Northport (M) Sdn. Bhd. in one integrated Halal ecosystem.

SELANGOR INDUSTRIAL RIDE 2.0 SOFT LAUNCH
5 JUNE 2018
INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD, SELANGOR, MALAYSIA
Objectives:

•
•
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Disseminating health and environmental awareness within the
society and industrial community.
To strengthen the relationship between the Selangor
government and the local as well as industrial community.

INVEST SELANGOR AIDILFITRI BUSINESS NETWORKING
3 JULY 2018
CONCORDE HOTEL, SHAH ALAM, SELANGOR, MALAYSIA
Objectives:

•

Celebrating Aidilfitri with State departments, business
associations and investors in Selangor.

INVEST SELANGOR - MIDA: INVESTMENT FORUM ON
LOGISTICS INDUSTRY “DEEPENING LOGISTICS SUPPLY
CHAIN IN SELANGOR, MALAYSIA”
10 JULY 2018
CONCORDE HOTEL, SHAH ALAM, SELANGOR, MALAYSIA
Objectives:

•

Promoting Selangor as the logistic hub in the region and
serving as a platform to share latest information like initiatives
offered by the government especially to key players in the
logistics sector.

SELANGOR INDUSTRIAL RIDE 2.0
15 JULY 2018
BANGI, SELANGOR, MALAYSIA
Objectives:

•
•

Disseminating health and environmental awareness within the
society and industrial community.
To strengthen the relationship between the Selangor
government and the local as well as industrial community.

SELANGOR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SUMMIT 2018
6 - 16 SEPTEMBER 2018
MITEC, KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA
Objectives:

•
•
•

Establishing Selangor as the Gateway to ASEAN, functioning
as the main trade and business hub in the ASEAN region.
Serving as a platform for local and multinational companies to
showcase their products and services and to attract potential
investors in making collaborations or investments in Selangor.
SIBS 2018 comprised of three main events:
- Selangor International Expo 2018;
- Selangor ASEAN Business Conference; and
- Selangor Smart City & Digital Economy Convention 2018.

FRIENDLY MATCH WITH MENTERI BESAR SELANGOR
INCORPORATED (MBI), INVEST SELANGOR, MEDIA
SELANGOR AND TOURISM SELANGOR
16 NOVEMBER 2018
EXTREAM FUTSAL SPORT, SHAH ALAM, SELANGOR,
MALAYSIA
Objectives:

•

To foster good ties between Invest Selangor and Menteri Besar
Selangor Incorporated (MBI), Media Selangor and Tourism
Selangor for a more effective collaboration in the near future.
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INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD
Company No.: 481741 - M
DIRECTORS’ REPORT
The directors have pleasure in presenting their report together with the audited financial statements of the
Company for the year ended 31 December 2018.
PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES
The principal activities of the Company consist of general investment advisory and consultancy services.
There have been no significant changes in nature of the principal activities during the year.
RESULTS
		
												
RM
Profit for the year										
5,040,896
In the opinion of the directors, the results of the operations of the Company during the year have not been
substantially affected by any item, transaction or event of a material and unusual nature.
DIVIDENDS
No dividends have been paid, declared or proposed since the end of the previous year.
DIRECTORS
The names of the directors of the Company in office since the date of the last report and at the date of this
report are: Y.A.B. Tuan Amirudin bin Shari				
Y.A.B. Dato’ Seri Mohamed Azmin bin Ali		
Y.B. Dato’ Mohd Amin bin Ahmad Ahya			
Y.B. Dato’ Teng Chang Khim
Y.B. Dato’ Nor Azmie bin Diron
Y.Bhg. Dato’ Hasan Azhari bin Idris
Y.Bhg. Dato’ Ahmad Suaidi bin Abdul Rahim		
Y.Bhg. Dato’ Noordin bin Sulaiman			
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(Appointed w.e.f. 25.06.18)
(Resigned w.e.f. 25.06.18)

(Appointed w.e.f. 01.06.18)
(Resigned w.e.f. 01.06.18)				

INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD
Company No.: 481741 - M
DIRECTORS’ BENEFITS
Neither at the end of the year, nor at any time during that year, did there subsists any arrangements to which
the Company was a party, whereby the directors might acquire benefits by means of the acquisition of shares
in or debentures of the Company or any other body corporate.
Since the end of the previous year, no director has received or become entitled to receive a benefit (other than
benefits included in the aggregate amount of emoluments received or due and receivable by the directors as
disclosed in note to the financial statements or the fixed salary of a full-time employee of the Company) by
reason of a contract made by the Company or a related corporation with any director or with a firm of which
the director is a member, or with a company in which the director has a substantial financial interest.
DIRECTORS’ INTERESTS
According to the register of directors’ shareholding under Section 59 of the Companies Act 2016, the interests
of directors in office at the end of the year in the ordinary shares of the Company during the year were as
follows: Number of Ordinary Shares in the Company
Shareholdings in the name of the director

Dato’ Hasan Azhari bin Idris

As at
1.1.2018

Allotted /
Bought

Sold

As at
31.12.2018

1

-

-

1

None of the other directors in office at the end of the year had any interest in shares in the Company during
the year.
DIRECTORS’ REMUNERATIONS
The amounts of the remunerations of the directors or past directors of the Company comprising remunerations
received/receivable from the Company during the year are as follows:
RM
Director’s fees
Other emoluments

50,000
461,912
511,912
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INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD
Company No.: 481741 - M
INDEMNIFYING DIRECTORS, OFFICERS OR AUDITORS
No indemnities have been given or insurance premiums paid, during or since the end of the year, for any
person who is or has been the director, officer or auditor of the Company.
RESERVES AND PROVISIONS
There were no material transfers to or from reserves and provisions during the year.
ISSUE OF SHARES AND DEBENTURES
The Company did not issue any shares or debentures during the year.
OTHER STATUTORY INFORMATION
(a) Before the financial statements of the Company were made out, the directors took reasonable steps:
(i) to ascertain that proper action had been taken in relation to the writing off of bad debts and the
making of allowance for doubtful debts and satisfied themselves that all known bad debts had been
written off and that adequate allowance had been made for doubtful debts; and
(ii) to ensure that any current assets which were unlikely to realise their value as shown in the accounting
records of the Company had been written down to an amount which they might be expected so to
realise.
(b) At the date of this report, the directors are not aware of any circumstances which would render:
(i) the amount written off for bad debts or the amount of the allowance for doubtful debts in the
financial statements of the Company inadequate to any substantial extent; and
(ii) the values attributed to the current assets in the financial statements of the Company misleading.
(c) At the date of this report, the directors are not aware of any circumstances which have arisen which would
render adherence to the existing method of valuation of assets or liabilities of the Company misleading
or inappropriate.
(d) At the date of this report, the directors are not aware of any circumstances not otherwise dealt with in
this report or financial statements of the Company which would render any amount stated in the financial
statements misleading.
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INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD
Company No.: 481741 - M
OTHER STATUTORY INFORMATION (CONT’D)
(e) At the date of this report, there does not exist:
(i) any charge on the assets of the Company which has arisen since the end of the year which secures
the liabilities of any other person; or
(ii) any contingent liability in respect of the Company which has arisen since the end of the year.
(f) In the opinion of the directors:
(i) no contingent or other liability has become enforceable or is likely to become enforceable within the
period of twelve months after the end of the year which will or may affect the ability of the Company
to meet its obligations when they fall due; and
(ii) no item, transaction or event of a material and unusual nature has arisen in the interval between the
end of the year and the date of this report which is likely to affect substantially the results of the
operations of the Company for the year in which this report is made.
HOLDING COMPANY
The Company regards Menteri Besar Incorporated, a corporation incorporated in Malaysia as the Holding
Company.
AUDITORS’ REMUNERATIONS
Total amounts paid to or receivable by the auditors as remunerations for their services as auditors are as
follows:
2018
RM
35,000

Statutory audit
AUDITORS
The auditors, MNZWAJA, have expressed their willingness to continue in office.
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INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD
Company No.: 481741 - M
Signed on behalf of the Board in accordance with a resolution of the directors.

DATO’ NOR AZMIE BIN DIRON					
Shah Alam
Date:
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DATO’ HASAN AZHARI BIN IDRIS

INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD
Company No.: 481741 - M
STATEMENT BY DIRECTORS
Pursuant to Section 251 (2) of the Companies Act 2016
We, DATO’ NOR AZMIE BIN DIRON and DATO’ HASAN AZHARI BIN IDRIS being two of the directors of
INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD, do hereby state that, in the opinion of the directors, the financial statements
of the Company which comprise the statement of financial position as at 31 December 2018 and the
statement of comprehensive income, statement of changes in equity and statement of cash flows for the
year then ended and summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information, are
drawn up in accordance with Malaysian Financial Reporting Standards, International Financial Reporting
Standards and the requirements of the Companies Act 2016 in Malaysia so as to give a true and fair view
of the financial position of the Company as at 31 December 2018 and of its financial performance and cash
flows of the Company for the year then ended.
Signed on behalf of the Board in accordance with a resolution of the directors.

DATO’ NOR AZMIE BIN DIRON					

DATO’ HASAN AZHARI BIN IDRIS

Shah Alam
Date:
STATUTORY DECLARATION
Pursuant to Section 251 (1) (b) of the Companies Act 2016
I, DATO’ HASAN AZHARI BIN IDRIS, being the director primarily responsible for the financial management
of INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD, do solemnly and sincerely declare that the financial statement of the
Company which comprise the statement of financial position as at 31 December 2018 and the statement
of comprehensive income, statement of changes in equity and statement of cash flows for the year then
ended and summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information, are in my opinion
correct, and I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true and by virtue of
the provisions of the Statutory Declarations Act, 1960.
Subscribed and solemnly declared
by the above named			
DATO’ HASAN AZHARI BIN IDRIS
at Petaling Jaya in the state of
Selangor on this			

)
)
)
)
)

							DATO’ HASAN AZHARI BIN IDRIS
			
Before me,
Commissioner for Oaths
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF
INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD
Company No.: 481741 - M

Report on the Audit of the Financial Statements
Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD, which comprise the statement
of financial position as at 31 December 2018 of the Company, and the statement of comprehensive income,
statement of changes in equity and statement of cash flows of the Company for the year then ended, and
notes to the financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies.
In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial position
of the Company as at 31 December 2018, and of its financial performance and its cash flows for the year
then ended in accordance with Malaysian Financial Reporting Standards, International Financial Reporting
Standards and the requirements of the Companies Act 2016 in Malaysia.
Basis for Opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with approved standards on auditing in Malaysia and International
Standards on Auditing. Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditors’
Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements section of our report. We believe that the audit
evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Independence and Other Ethical Responsibilities
We are independent of the Company in accordance with the By-Laws (on Professional Ethics, Conduct and
Practice) of Malaysian Institute of Accountants (“By Laws”) and the International Ethics Standards Board for
Accountants’ Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (“IESBA Code”), and we have fulfilled our other
ethical responsibilities in accordance with the By-Laws and the IESBA Code.
Information Other than the Financial Statements and Auditors’ Report Thereon
The directors of the Company are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises
the Directors’ Report but does not include the financial statements of the Company and our auditors’ report
thereon.
Our opinion on the financial statements of the Company does not cover the Directors’ Report and we do
not express any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF (CONT’D)
INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD
Company No.: 481741 - M

Information Other than the Financial Statements and Auditors’ Report Thereon (Cont’d)
In connection with our audit of the financial statements of the Company, our responsibility is to read the
Directors’ Report and, in doing so, consider whether the Directors’ Report is materially inconsistent with the
financial statements of the Company or our knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise appears to be
materially misstated.
If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is material misstatement of the Directors’
report, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.
Responsibilities of the Directors for the Financial Statements
The directors of the Company are responsible for the preparation of financial statements of the Company
that give a true and fair view in accordance with Malaysian Financial Reporting Standards, International
Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements of the Companies Act 2016 in Malaysia. The directors
are also responsible for such internal control as the directors determine is necessary to enable the
preparation of financial statements of the Company that are free from material misstatement, whether due
to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements of the Company, the directors are responsible for assessing the
Company’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going
concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless the directors either intend to liquidate the
Company or to cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so.
Auditors’ Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements of the Company
as a whole are free from material misstatement whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditors’
report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee
that an audit conducted in accordance with approved standards on auditing in Malaysia and International
Standards on Auditing will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise
from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be
expected to influence the economic decisions of user taken on the basis of these financial statements.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF (CONT’D)
INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD
Company No.: 481741 - M

Auditors’ Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements (Cont’d)
As part of audit in accordance with approved standards on auditing in Malaysia and International Standards
on Auditing, we exercise professional judgement and maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit.
We also:
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-

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements of the Company,
whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and
obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The
risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting
from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or
the override of internal control.

-

Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control.

-

Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates and related disclosures made by the directors.

-

Conclude on the appropriateness of the director’s use of the going concern basis of accounting
and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to
events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Company’s ability to continue as a
going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention
in our auditors’ report to the related disclosures in the financial statements of the Company or, if
such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit
evidence obtained up to the date of our auditors’ report. However, future events or conditions
may cause the Company to cease to continue as a going concern.

-

Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements of the
Company, including the disclosures, and whether the financial statements of the Company
represent the underlying transactions and events in manner that achieves fair presentation.

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF (CONT’D)
INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD
Company No.: 481741 - M

Auditors’ Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements (Cont’d)
We communicate with the directors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the
audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify
during our audit.
Other Matters
This report is made solely to the members of the Company, as a body, in accordance with Section 266 of
the Companies Act 2016 in Malaysia and for no other purpose. We do not assume responsibility to any other
person for the content of this report.

MNZWAJA								
Taqiyuddin Amini bin Abdul Satar
AF 001959										
02378/09/2020 J
Chartered Accountants								
Chartered Accountant
Shah Alam
Date:
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INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD
Company No.: 481741 - M

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
For the Year Ended 31 December 2018

As at 1.1.2017
Loss for the year
As at 31.12.2017
Profit for the year
As at 31.12.2018

Share
capital

Retained
earnings

Total

RM

RM

RM

2,000,000

4,650,083

6,650,083

-

(1,056,176)

(1,056,176)

2,000,000

3,593,907

5,593,907

-

5,040,896

5,040,896

2,000,000

8,634,803

10,634,803

The accompanying notes form an integral part of the financial statements.
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INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD
Company No.: 481741 - M

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
31 December 2018
1. CORPORATE INFORMATION
The principal activities of the Company consist of general investment advisory and consultancy services.
There have been no significant changes in the nature of the principal activities during the year.
The registered office and principal place of business of the Company are located at No. F1-2-G Jalan
Multimedia 7/AG, Citypark, I-City, 40000 Shah Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan.
The Company is a public limited liability company, incorporated and domiciled in Malaysia.
The total number of employees of the Company at the year-end was 49 (2017: 47).
The financial statements of the Company have been prepared on a historical basis and are ringgit Malaysia
(RM), which is the Company’s functional currency.
The financial statements were authorised for issue by the Board of Directors in accordance with resolution
of the Directors on
2. BASIS OF PREPARATION
a)

Basis of measurement
The financial statements of the Company have been prepared in accordance with Malaysian Financial
Reporting Standards (“MFRSs”), International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”), and the
requirement of the Companies Act 2016 in Malaysia.

b)

Statement of compliance
The following are accounting standards, amendments and interpretations that have been issued by
the Malaysian Accounting Standards Board (“MASB”) but are not yet effective nor early adopted by
the Company:
MFRSs, Interpretations and amendments effective for annual periods beginning on or after
1 January 2019
•

MFRS 16, Leases
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INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD
Company No.: 481741 - M

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
31 December 2018
2. BASIS OF PREPARATION (CONT’D)
b)

Statement of compliance (cont’d)
MFRSs, Interpretations and amendments effective for a date yet to be confirmed
•

Amendments to MFRS 10, Consolidated Financial Statements and MFRS 128, Investments
in Associates and Joint Ventures – Sale or Contribution of Assets between an Investor and its
Associate or Joint Venture

The Company plan to apply the above-mentioned accounting standards, amendments and
interpretations, where applicable:
•

from the annual period beginning on 1 January 2019 for those accounting standards that is
effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2019.

The initial application of the accounting standards, amendments or interpretations are not expected
to have any material financial impact to the current period and prior period financial statements of
the Company except as mentioned below:
(i) MFRS 15, Revenue from Contracts with Customers
MFRS 15 replaces the guidance in MFRS 111, Construction Contracts, MFRS 118, Revenue, IC
Interpretation 13, Customer Loyalty Programmes, IC Interpretation 15, Agreements for Construction
of Real Estate, IC Interpretation 18, Transfers of Assets from Customers and IC Interpretation 131,
Revenue - Barter Transactions Involving Advertising Services.
The Company are currently assessing the financial impact that may arise from the adoption of
MFRS 15.
(ii) MFRS 9, Financial Instruments
MFRS 9 replaces the guidance in MFRS 139, Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement
on the classification and measurement of financial assets and financial liabilities, and on hedge
accounting.
The Company are currently assessing the financial impact that may arise from the adoption of
MFRS 9.
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INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD
Company No.: 481741 - M

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
31 December 2018
2. BASIS OF PREPARATION (CONT’D)
c)

Use of estimates and judgements
The preparation of the financial statements in conformity with MFRSs requires management to make
judgements, estimates and assumptions that affect the application of accounting policies and the
reported amounts of assets, liabilities, income and expenses. Actual results may differ from these
estimates.
Estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting
estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimates are revised and in any future periods
affected.
There are no significant areas of estimation uncertainty and critical judgements in applying accounting
policies that have significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial statements.

3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
a)

Financial instruments
(i) Initial recognition and measurement
A financial asset or a financial liability is recognised in the statement of financial position when,
and only when, the Company becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instrument.
A financial instrument is recognised initially at its fair value plus, in the case of a financial
instrument not at fair value through profit or loss, transaction costs that are directly attributable
to the acquisition or issue of the financial instrument.
An embedded derivative is recognised separately from the host contract and accounted for as a
derivative if, and only if, it is not closely related to the economic characteristics and risks of the
host contract and the host contract is not categorised at fair value through profit or loss. The
host contract, in the event an embedded derivative is recognised separately, is accounted for in
accordance with the policy applicable to the nature of the host contract.
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INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD
Company No.: 481741 - M

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
31 December 2018
3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT’D)
a)

Financial instruments (cont’d)
(ii) Financial instrument categories and subsequent measurement (cont’d)
The Company categories financial instruments as follows:
Financial assets
a) Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Fair value through profit or loss category comprises financial assets that are held for
trading, including derivatives (except for a derivative that is a financial guarantee contract
or a designated and effective hedging instrument) or financial assets that are specifically
designated into this category upon initial recognition.
Derivatives that are linked to and must be settled by delivery of unquoted equity instruments
whose fair values cannot be reliably measured are measured at cost.
Other financial assets categorised as fair value through profit or loss are subsequently
measured at their fair values with the gain or loss recognised in profit or loss.
b) Loans and receivables
Loans and receivables category comprise debt instruments that are not quoted in an active
market.
Financial assets categorised as loans and receivables are subsequently measured at amortised
cost using the effective interest method.
Financial liabilities
All financial liabilities, other than those categorised as fair value through profit or loss, are
subsequently measured at amortised cost.
Fair value through profit or loss category comprises financial liabilities that are derivatives
(except for a derivative that is a financial guarantee contract or a designated and effective
hedging instrument), contigent consideration in a business combination or financial liabilities
that are specifically designated into this category upon initial recognition.
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INVEST SELANGOR BERHAD
Company No.: 481741 - M
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3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT’D)
a)

Financial instruments (cont’d)
(ii) Financial instrument categories and subsequent measurement (cont’d)
The Company categories financial instruments as follows:
Financial liabilities (cont’d)
Derivatives that are linked to and must be settled by delivery of equity instruments that do not
have a quoted price in an active market for identical instruments whose fair values otherwise
cannot be reliably measured are measured at cost.
Other financial liabilities categorised as fair value through profit or loss are subsequently
measured at their fair values with the gain or loss recognised in profit or loss.
(iii) Financial guarantee contract
A financial guarantee contract is a contract that requires the issuer to make specified payments
to reimburse the holder for a loss it incurs because a specified debtor fails to make payment
when due in accordance with the original or modified terms of a debt instrument.
Fair value arising from financial guarantee contracts are classified as deferred income and is
amortised to profit or loss using a straight-line method over the contractual period or, when
there is no specified contractual period, recognised in profit or loss upon discharge of the
guarantee. When settlement of a financial guarantee contract becomes probable, an estimate
of the obligation is made. If the carrying value of the financial guarantee contract is lower than
the obligation, the carrying value is adjusted to the obligation amount and accounted for as a
provision.
(iv) Regular way purchase or sale of financial assets
A regular way purchase or sale is a purchase or sale of a financial asset under a contract whose
terms require delivery of the asset within the time frame established generally by regulation or
convention in the marketplace concerned.
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31 December 2018
3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT’D)
a)

Financial instruments (cont’d)
(iv) Regular way purchase or sale of financial assets (cont’d)
A regular way purchase or sale of financial assets is recognised and derecognised, as applicable,
using trade date accounting. Trade date accounting refers to:
(a) the recognition of an asset to be received and the liability to pay for it on the trade date, and
(b) the derecognition of an asset that is sold, recognition of any gain or loss on disposal and the
recognition of a receivable from the buyer for payment on the trade date.
(v) Derecognition
A financial asset or a part thereof is derecognised when, and only when, the contractual rights to
the cash flows from the financial asset expire or the financial asset is transferred to another party
without retaining control or substantially all risks and rewards of the asset. On derecognition of
a financial asset, the difference between the carrying amount and the sum of the consideration
received (including any new asset obtained less any new liability assumed) and any cumulative
gain or loss that had been recognised in equity is recognised in the profit or loss.
A financial liability or a part thereof is derecognised when, and only when, the obligation specified
in the contract is discharged or cancelled or expired. On derecognition of a financial liability, the
difference between the carrying amount of the financial liability extinguished or transferred to
another party and the consideration paid, including any non-cash assets transferred or liabilities
assumed, is recognised in profit or loss.

b)

Property, plant and equipment
(i) Recognition and measurement
Items of property, plant and equipment are measured at cost less any accumulated depreciation
and any accumulated impairment losses.
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3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT’D)
b)

Property, plant and equipment (cont’d)
(i)

Recognition and measurement (cont’d)
Cost includes expenditures that are directly attributable to the acquisition of the asset and any
other costs directly attributable to bringing the asset to working condition for its intended use,
and the costs of dismantling and removing the items and restoring the site on which they are
located. The cost of self-constructed assets also includes the cost of materials and direct labour.
For qualifying assets, borrowing costs are capitalised in accordance with the accounting policy
on borrowing costs.
When significant parts of an item of property, plant and equipment have different useful lives,
they are accounted for as separate items (major components) of property, plant and equipment.
The gain or loss on disposal of an item of property, plant and equipment is determined by
comparing the proceeds from disposal with the carrying amount of property, plant and equipment
and is recognised net within “other income” and “administrative expenses” respectively in profit
or loss.

(ii) Subsequent costs
The cost of replacing a component of an item of property, plant and equipment is recognised
in the carrying amount of the item if it is probable that the future economic benefits embodied
within the component will flow to the Company, and its cost can be measured reliably. The
carrying amount of the replaced component is derecognised to profit or loss. The costs of the
day-to-day servicing of property, plant and equipment are recognised in profit or loss as incurred.
Depreciation is based on the cost of an asset less its residual value. Significant components of
individual assets are assessed, and if a component has a useful life that is different from the
remainder of that asset, then that component is depreciated separately.
Depreciation is recognised in profit or loss on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful lives
of each component of an item of property, plant and equipment.
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31 December 2018
3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT’D)
b)

Property, plant and equipment (cont’d)
(ii) Subsequent costs (cont’d)
The principal rates used are as follows:
							

Rate

Motor vehicles					 20%
Furniture and fittings				
10%
Office equipment					
10%
Office renovation					
10%
Computers						33.33%
Depreciation methods, useful lives and residual values are reviewed at end of the reporting
period, and adjusted as appropriate.
Upon the disposal of an item of property, plant and equipment, the difference between the net
disposal proceeds and the net carrying amount is recognized in the income statement.
At the end of each reporting period, the residual values, useful lives and depreciation methods
for the property, plant and equipment are reviewed for reasonableness. Any change in estimate
of an item is adjusted prospectively over its remaining useful life, commencing in the current
period.
c)

Cash and cash equivalents
For the purposes of the cash flows statement, cash and cash equivalents consist of cash in hand,
balances and deposits with banks.

d)

Impairment
(i)

Financial assets
All financial assets (except for financial assets categorised as fair value through profit or loss and
investment in subsidiaries and associates) are assessed at each reporting date whether there
is any objective evidence of impairment as a result of one or more events having an impact on
the estimated future cash flows of the asset. Losses expected as a result of future events, no
matter how likely, are not recognised. For an investment in an equity instrument, a significant or
prolonged decline in the fair value below its cost is an objective evidence of impairment. If any
such objective evidence exists, then the impairment loss of the financial asset is estimated.
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3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT’D)
d)

Impairment (cont’d)
(i)

Financial assets (cont’d)
An impairment loss in respect of loans and receivables is recognised in profit or loss and is
measured as the difference between the asset’s carrying amount and the present value of
estimated future cash flows discounted at the asset’s original effective interest rate. The carrying
amount of the asset is reduced through the use of an allowance account.
An impairment loss in respect of unquoted equity instrument that is carried at cost is recognised
in profit or loss and is measured as the difference between the financial asset’s carrying amount
and the present value of estimated future cash flows discounted at the current market rate of
return for a similar financial asset.
Impairment losses recognised in profit or loss for an investment in an equity instrument classified
as available for sale is not reversed through profit or loss.
If, in a subsequent period, the fair value of a debt instrument increases and the increase can be
objectively related to an event occurring after the impairment loss was recognised in profit or
loss, the impairment loss is reversed, to the extent that the asset’s carrying amount does not
exceed what the carrying amount would have been had the impairment not been recognised at
the date the impairment is reversed. The amount of the reversal is recognised in profit or loss.

(ii) Other assets
The carrying amounts of other assets (except for inventories) are reviewed at the end of each
reporting period to determine whether there is any indication of impairment. If any such indication
exists, then the asset’s recoverable amount is estimated.
For the purpose of impairment testing, assets are grouped together into the smallest group of
assets that generates cash inflows from continuing use that are largely independent of the cash
inflows of other assets or cash-generating units.
The recoverable amount of an asset or cash-generating unit is the greater of its value in use
and its fair value less costs of disposal. In assessing value in use, the estimated future cash flows
are discounted to their present value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects current market
assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the asset or cash-generating
unit.
An impairment loss is recognised if the carrying amount of an asset or its related cash-generating
unit exceeds its estimated recoverable amount.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
31 December 2018
3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT’D)
d)

Impairment (cont’d)
(ii) Other assets (cont’d)
Impairment losses are recognised in profit or loss. Impairment losses recognised in respect of
cash-generating units are allocated to reduce the carrying amounts of the assets in the cashgenerating unit (groups of cash-generating units) on a pro rata basis.
Impairment losses recognised in prior periods are assessed at the end of each reporting period
for any indications that the loss has decreased or no longer exists. An impairment loss is reversed
if there has been a change in the estimates used to determine the recoverable amount since the
last impairment loss was recognised. An impairment loss is reversed only to the extent that the
asset’s carrying amount does not exceed the carrying amount that would have been determined,
net of depreciation or amortisation, if no impairment loss had been recognised. Reversals of
impairment losses are credited to profit or loss in the financial year in which the reversals are
recognised.

e)

Equity instruments
Ordinary shares are classified as equity.
Instruments classified as equity are measured at cost in initial recognition and are not remeasured
subsequently.

f)

Employee benefits
(i)

Short-term employee benefits
Short-term employee benefit obligations in respect of salaries, annual bonuses, paid annual leave
and sick leave are measured on an undiscounted basis and are expensed as the related service
is provided.
A liability is recognised for the amount expected to be paid under short-term cash bonus
or profit-sharing plans if the Company has a present legal or constructive obligation to pay
this amount as a result of past service provided by the employees and the obligation can be
estimated reliably.
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3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT’D)
f)

Employee benefits (cont’d)
(ii) Define contribution plan (cont’d)
The Company’s contributions to statutory pension funds are charged to the profit or loss in the
financial year to which they relate. Prepaid contributions are recognised as an asset to the extent
that a cash refund or a reduction in future payments is available.

g)

Revenue – services rendered
Revenue from services rendered is recognised in profit or loss when services have been delivered,
performed and unconditionally accepted by buyers.

h)

Income tax
(i)

Current tax
Current tax assets and liabilities are measured at the amount expected to be recovered from
or paid to the taxation authorities. The tax rates and tax laws used to compute the amount are
those that are enacted or substantively enacted by the reporting date.
Current taxes are recognised in profit or loss except to the extent that the tax relates to items
recognised outside profit or loss, either in other comprehensive income or directly in equity.

(ii) Deferred tax asset
Deferred tax is provided using the liability method on temporary differences at the reporting
date between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and their carrying amounts for financial
reporting purposes.
The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reviewed at each reporting date and reduced to
the extent that it is no longer probable that sufficient taxable profit will be available to allow all
or part of the deferred tax asset to be utilised. Unrecognised deferred tax assets are reassessed
at each reporting date and are recognised to the extent that it has become probable that future
taxable profit will allow the deferred tax assets to be utilised.
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31 December 2018
3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT’D)
h)

Income tax (cont’d)
(ii) Deferred tax asset (cont’d)
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured at the tax rates which are expected to apply
to the year when the asset is realised or the liability is settled, based on tax rates and tax laws
which have been enacted or substantively enacted at the reporting date. Deferred tax assets and
deferred tax liabilities are offset, if a legally enforceable right exists to set off current tax assets
against current tax liabilities and the deferred taxes relate to the same taxable entity and the
same taxation authority.

i)

Fair value measurements
Fair value of an asset or a liability, except for share-based payment and lease transactions, is
determined as the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an
orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date. The measurement assumes
that the transaction to sell the asset or transfer the liability takes place either in the principal market
or in the absence of a principal market, in the most advantageous market.
For non-financial asset, the fair value measurement takes into account a market participant’s ability
to generate economic benefits by using the asset in its highest and best use or by selling it to another
market participant that would use the asset in its highest and best use.
When measuring the fair value of an asset of a liability, the Company uses observable market data as
far as possible. Fair values are categorised into different levels in a fair value hierarchy based on the
input used in the valuation techniques as follows:
Level 1:
		

quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities that the
Company can access at the measurement date.

Level 2:
		

inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable for the asset or
liability, either directly or indirectly.

Level 3:

unobservable inputs for the asset or liability.

The Company recognises transfers between levels of the fair value hierarchy as of the date of the
event or change in circumstances that caused the transfers.
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3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT’D)
j)

Government grants
Government grants are recognised at fair value when there is reasonable assurance that the Company
will comply with the conditions attaching to them and the grants will be received. Government grants
used for financial support, assistance or to reimburse costs incurred by the Company are recognised
in the profit or loss in the periods in which they become receivable.
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4. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Cost
At
1.1.2018

Addition

Disposal

At
31.12.2018

RM

RM

RM

RM

1,040,007

-

-

1,040,007

Furniture and fittings

310,723

-

-

310,723

Office equipment

531,981

131,650

(5,750)

657,881

Office renovation

1,222,012

-

-

1,222,012

Motor vehicle

Computer

859,821

26,857

-

886,678

3,964,544

158,507

(5,750)

4,117,301

Accumulated Depreciation
At
1.1.2018

Charge for
the year

Disposal

At
31.12.2018

RM

RM

RM

RM

Motor vehicle

915,280

31,867

-

947,147

Furniture and fittings

197,531

31,072

-

228,603

Office equipment

446,141

52,207

(5,750)

492,598

Office renovation

1,031,094

122,202

-

1,153,296

819,633

39,345

-

858,978

3,409,679

276,693

(5,750)

3,680,622

Computer

Net Book Value
At
31.12.2018

As at
31.12.2017

RM

RM

Motor vehicle

92,860

124,727

Furniture and fittings

82,120

113,192

Office equipment

165,283

85,840

Office renovation

68,716

190,918

Computer

27,700

40,188

436,679

554,865

During the year, the Company acquired property, plant and equipment with a total cost of RM158,507
(2017: RM249,951) by cash.
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5. SHARE CAPITAL
The movement in the authorised and paid-up capital of the Company are as follows: 2018

2017

RM

RM

As at 1 January

2,000,000

2,000,000

As at 31 December

2,000,000

2,000,000

2018

2017

RM

RM

1,433,342

161,846

35,268

46,713

Issued and fully paid-up:

6. TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES

Trade payables
Non-trade
Other payables
Accruals

111,655

55,591

1,580,265

264,150

2018

2017

RM

RM

30,822,567

20,994,839

7. REVENUE

Revenue consist of:
Government grant
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8. MARKETING AND PROMOTION EXPENSES
2018

2017

RM

RM

1,856,256

663,788

Promotion

118,850

117,953

Publication

366,916

249,887

16,209,687

13,591,115

Marketing and promotion expenses consist of:
Advertising

Invest Selangor programs
Travelling and transportation

1,351,668

1,677,385

19,903,377

16,300,128

2018

2017

RM

RM

9. ADMINISTRATIVE AND OPERATING EXPENSES

Administrative and operating expenses consist of:
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment

276,693

441,212

Director’s expenses

505,817

512,531

4,887,281

4,316,699

1,830

2,518

1,370,243

1,459,840

Employment expenses
Finance charges
General and administration
Professional fee
Upkeep and maintenance
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77,962

82,517

210,453

188,468

7,330,279

7,003,785
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10. PROFIT/(LOSS) BEFORE TAXATION
2018

2017

RM

RM

Current year

35,000

29,552

Overprovision of prior year

(1,478)

(1,400)

Depreciation of property, plant and equipment

276,693

441,212

Directors’ costs (Note 15)

511,912

518,531

Office rental

457,523

457,523

Rental of equipment

5,043

6,015

Staff costs (Note 16)

4,871,197

4,245,818

Interest income

(178,957)

164,249

Interest income

-

-

2018

2017

RM

RM

50,000

50,000

461,912

468,531

511,912

518,531

2018

2017

RM

RM

3,851,559

3,301,909

Profit/(loss) for the year is arrived at after charging:
Auditors’ remuneration

and after crediting:

11. DIRECTOR’S COSTS

Director’s fees
Other emoluments

12. STAFF COSTS

Salary, bonus and allowance
Contribution to defined contribution plan

541,678

468,601

Other employee benefits

477,960

475,308

4,871,197

4,245,818
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13. TAXATION
2018

2017

RM

RM

429,026

43,879

Malaysian taxation:
Provision for the year

Provision for taxation is determined by applying the Malaysian tax rate of 24% (2017: 24%) on chargeable
income. However, the provision is subject to approval by Inland Revenue Board.
A reconciliation of income tax expense applicable to loss before taxation at the statutory income tax
rate to income tax expense at the effective income tax rate of the Company is as follows:
2018

2017

RM

RM

Profit/(loss) before taxation

5,469,922

(1,012,297)

Income tax rate at 24%

1,312,781

(242,951)

(915,914)

474,662

32,159

(187,832)

-

-

429,026

43,879

Tax effect in respect of:
Non deductable expenses at 24%
Deferred tax assets not recognised during the year
Effect of tax rate
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14. CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
The Company’s objectives when managing capital is to maintain a strong capital base and safeguard
the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern, so as to maintain investor, creditor and market
confidence and to sustain future development of the business. There were no changes in the Company’s
approach to capital management during the year.
15. RELATED PARTY DISCLOSURE
Other than those disclosed elsewhere in the financial statements, the significant related party transactions
are disclosed below:
2018

2017

RM

RM

257,055

1,000,000

Grant received:
Menteri Besar Incorporated
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